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Executive Summary
This report is the principle deliverable from Task 4.4 in the DESTination RAIL project; the
development of a Network Whole Life Cost Model (NWLCM). It includes the outcomes
relating to milestones MS17: selection of input data for the Whole Life Cost Analysis Model
and MS12: how the model will be integrated into the Decision Support Tool.
The analysis carried out with NWLCM provides input to support the development of
maintenance strategies in the Decision Support Tool (DST) developed in WP3. In developing
network maintenance strategies, this model may be used in different ways to:




Generate and assess alternative maintenance options for infrastructure asset
maintenance schemes;
Examine the interactions between maintenance requirements on different parts of the
network;
Assess the effects of different maintenance options on additional costs to rail users.

The NWLCM is designed to carry out whole life cost analyses for the following types of
assets:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Track (Ballasted and Slab track)
Bridges (Metallic and Concrete)
Slopes (Cuttings and Embankments)
Points and Crossings, i.e. turnouts and crossovers)

Whole Life Cycle techniques used at the individual asset level have been progressed to
account for wider network considerations (such as accumulated delays across the network)
when planning maintenance strategies. The NWLCM draws on:





deterioration relationships developed under WP2;
traffic delays modelling developed in WP4, task 4.3;
condition states developed in conjunction with WP3;
defined rulesets for maintenance to determine the WLC profiles for the infrastructure
assets.

The NWLCM rulesets and run parameters have been developed based on Irish Rail network
data and maintenance policies/practices adopted by the Irish Rail Infrastructure Manager
(Iarnród Éireann). Results from the model include the whole life cost treatment profiles, the
condition state of assets before and after maintenance treatments are applied, the costs of
treatments broken down into direct costs (those met by the Infrastructure manager (IM)), e.g.
the cost of labour, machinery etc.) and indirect costs (those which are caused by the
maintenance but are borne by the wider society in general), e.g. costs to rail users of
increased delays, societal impacts of increased CO2.
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Abbreviations
Abbreviation /
Acronym
API

Description
Application Program Interface

BA

Ballast Age

BQI

Ballast Quality Index

BS

British Standard

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CCE

Irish Rail's Chief Civil Engineer's (CCE) Department

DoM

Do Minimum Treatment

DoS

Do Something Treatment

DR

Destination Rail

DST

Decision Support Tool

E.I.

Economic Indicator

EC

European Commission

EN

European Norm (European Standard)

I.M.

Infrastructure Manger

IMS

Information Management System

IR

Irish Rail (Iarnród Éireann)

ISO

International Standards Organisation

LCC

Life Cycle Cost

MS

Milestone

MTM

Markovian Transition Matrices

NPV

Net Present Value

NR
NWLCM

Network Rail
Network Whole Life Cost Model

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

ORR

Office of Rail and Road

P&C

Points and Crossings

RA

Rail Age

TC

Track Condition

TFM

Traffic Flow Model

TGD

Track Geometry Defects

TM

Traffic Management

TQI

Track Quality Index

TSR

Temporary Speed Restriction(s)

UIC

International Union of Railways (Union Internationale des Chemins de
fer)

WLC

Whole Life Cost
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WP

Work Package
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Glossary
Term

Definition

Asset

Asset refers to the infrastructure assets that are included in the model.
The analysis includes 4 asset types; track, points and crossings, slopes
and bridges. Each asset type can have sub-categories, e.g. track may be
ballasted track or slab track.

Network
Analysis Period

The period over which network maintenance strategies are developed
(defaults to 5 years). Analysis will start at the first year of the Network
Analysis period and work through the Network Analysis Period
consecutively.

Base Year

The first year of the Network Analysis Period.

WLC Evaluation
Period

The period of time over which the future consequent maintenance costs
(direct and indirect) of a proposed initial treatment on an asset is
evaluated (defaults to 40 years).

Analysis set-up
year

The calendar year in which the user sets up the analysis. This can be the
same or earlier than the Base Year but cannot be later.

In Year

The first year of the WLC evaluation period for assets. ‘In year’ will
change as the analysis moves to the different years of the Network
Analysis Period.

Ruleset data

The ruleset data is needed to perform the WLC analysis; there are
separate rulesets for each asset type and includes for example, treatment
types, attributes (e.g. construction type, age etc), deterioration
relationships and condition thresholds to trigger maintenance.

WLC profile

The simulated maintenance profile over the evaluation period, i.e.
proposed future treatments resulting from the initial treatment choice, the
years of interventions and associated costs. It is important to ensure that
the analysis period is long enough to make the comparative evaluation of
alternative initial maintenance options meaningful.

Do Minimum
(DoM)

A treatment option designed to treat defects such that the asset condition
state is at a defined/acceptable minimum level of safety.

Do Something
(DoS)

A treatment option designed to treat asset defects to restore the condition
of the asset to defined levels; treatment selection rules are generally
based on an engineering understanding of asset performance and
deterioration, associated standards etc.

Residual value

Residual value gives consideration to the potential condition of an asset at
the end of the WLC evaluation period. It ensures a meaningful
comparison of the whole life costs associated with different initial
treatment options resulting in different types and timings of interventions
during the evaluation period. Any ‘value’ remaining in the asset at the end
of the evaluation period following a treatment is included in the overall
comparative evaluation.
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Discount Rate

Discounting is the method that allows the time value of investments
carried out at different years of the evaluation period to be addressed.
The Discount Rate enables the Net Present Cost of costs incurred in the
future to be calculated.

Scheme

A scheme refers to the part of infrastructure assets (one or more asset
types) around which a maintenance/renewal project is developed.

Milling

Milling is a maintenance treatment used to re-profile worn rails. It
eliminates surface defects by removing material from the running surface
and running edge of the rail.

Tamping

Tamping is a maintenance operation performed to restore track
irregularities by correcting the track geometry. The action of tamping
compacts the ballast in the railway track to increase the supportive effect
from the ballast on the sides of and under sleepers. This can, however,
have the adverse effect of creating fines.

Ballast Cleaning

Ballast cleaning is a treatment that washes dirty ballast and removes worn
ballast replacing it with fresh ballast.

Rail Renewal

A track maintenance treatment that replaces the rails along a length of
track.

Track Renewal

A track maintenance treatment that replaces sleepers and rail along a
length of track. It also corrects any geometry irregularities.

Bridge
Recoating

A bridge maintenance treatment. A new weather-resistance coat is
applied to the bridge.

Bridge
Strengthening

A bridge maintenance treatment which involves partial renewal of the
substructure.

Bridge Renewal

A bridge maintenance treatment which sees the removal and replacement
of (often) life-expired bridges.

Slope
Vegetation
management

A slope treatment performed to control plant growth adjacent to the
railway and prevent it from impacting railway operations.

Slope Drainage
Repair

A slope treatment to ensure continued good drainage on slopes and
preventing structural issues associated with flooding or waterlogging.

Minor
Earthworks

A preventative maintenance treatment option for slopes that increases the
structural integrity of the slope.

Major
Earthworks

A major renewal treatment on a slope restoring condition to as new.

Manual
Grinding
(P&Cs)

A preventative maintenance option for P & Cs. Manual grinding leads to
less general maintenance and hence reduced overall costs

10
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Welding (P&Cs)

Welding is a treatment used to correct switch point wear.

Renewal
(P&Cs)

Replacement of the asset.
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1

Introduction

The Network Whole Life Cost Model (NWLCM), deliverable from Task 4.4, is part of the
Decision Support Tool (DST), developed in WP3 of the DESTination RAIL project. The DST
offers a suite of models aimed at helping Infrastructure Managers (IMs) when developing
network maintenance strategies (Allah Bukhsh, et al., 2017). In addition to the NWLCM the
DST brings together the outputs from the other work packages in the project, Risk
Assessment methodologies developed in Tasks 3.2 and 3.3 (Papathanasiou, et al., 2016),
Reliability assessments developed in Task 2 (Connolly & O'Connor, 2016) and Traffic Flow
analysis developed in Task 4.3 (Aksentijevic, et al., 2017).

The Need for Cost-Effective Maintenance Strategies
Increasing passenger numbers and growing user expectations add pressure on rail IMs to
continue to deliver improved performance. This needs to be done almost invariably under
conditions of constrained budgets. As train services become more frequent and carry
increased loads and the railway infrastructure assets continue to deteriorate due to age and
traffic, it is imperative that IMs get the best value from available budgets. Not all the
identified and required upgrades/maintenance across the network can usually be performed
when identified. WLC analysis provides one tool to help IMs prioritise maintenance (within
and between asset types) taking into account aspects such as policy and strategy
requirements (e.g. value for money) whilst always ensuring that minimum safety conditions
are maintained across the network.

Whole Life Costing
A large proportion of the total costs over the lifetime of infrastructure assets are incurred
after construction. Different choices made with regard to the initial designs for construction of
new assets or with maintenance for existing assets can result in very different life-time
service costs.
The international standard for life cycle costing of buildings and constructed assets (BS ISO
15685-8:2008) defines Whole-life costing (WLC) as “the methodology for systematic
economic consideration of all whole life costs and benefits over the period of analysis”. A
whole life cost approach to investment can increase the effectiveness of the decision making
process. Different design options for new construction can result in different future
maintenance costs and achieved service lives. For example, a design with lower initial
construction cost could result in increased overall maintenance costs and potentially shorter
service life. There may however be situations where a shorter service life is the appropriate
option (e.g. due to other anticipated future changes). Accordingly, when considering
alternative options, comparison of current costs alone is insufficient to ensure cost-effective
decision making and longer term consequences of each of the options should be
considered. Similarly, alternative choices may also be available with regard to maintenance
options for existing assets (e.g. a more invasive treatment such as renewal that is highly
disruptive to users at the time but with less frequent interventions in the future or less
invasive treatment with limited user disruption but resulting in more frequent future
interventions). The importance of examining future cost implications has been recognised by
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railway IMs. For example, a revision in the track renewal strategy undertaken by ProRail
(Netherlands) between 2000 and 2001 led to a 10% reduction in forecasted budget needs
(Zoeteman & Van Zelm, 2001).
Railway infrastructure contains different asset types including tracks, bridges, tunnels,
earthworks, signalling systems, station buildings etc. with assets at different stages of their
life cycle. Assets of one particular type can also have different characteristics; for example,
bridges on a network may metallic, concrete, masonry arch etc. track may be ballasted or
slab-track. Each asset itself will also be characterised by its own condition and traffic loading
etc. As a consequence, the type and urgency of the required maintenance on assets can be
very different across the network at any given time. The choice of maintenance work carried
out on an asset further affects the condition and future maintenance requirements of that
asset. In recent years IMs have started to use whole life costing principles when deciding on
investment options. For example, in 2014 the then UK’s Office of Rail Regulation (now Office
of Rail and Road) made WLC analysis a mandatory requirement for approving funding for all
future infrastructure construction projects carried out by Network Rail (ARUP, 2013).
In general, in any year, due to budget constraints and restrictions on the network, it may not
be possible to carry out all of the required maintenance. It is important to identify those
maintenance works that will give the best value for money from the available budget.

Whole Life Cost Models for Railway Assets
The importance of whole life costing is widely recognised across railway and transport
industries more generally. The EC White Paper on Sustainable Transport (September 2002)
called for rail operators to double passenger traffic and triple freight traffic by 2020, as well
as reduce life cycle costs (LCC) by 30%. In response to this white paper, the FP6-funded
research project INNOTRACK (Innovative Track Systems) was a set up by major
stakeholders including IMs and the railway supply industry. The project had the stated aim to
further the development of cost-effective, high-performance track infrastructure. It resulted in
the development of new construction methods and best practices for reducing life cycle
costs. The most recent transport white paper (European Commission, 2011) extends these
aims with a roadmap to 2050.There are however, a number of barriers to its adoption;
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Procurement rules may insist on the lowest or lower cost CAPEX solutions when
planning new infrastructure;
Budgetary cycles are much shorter than the life of assets making it difficult to justify
extra spending for future savings outside the current cycle;
Political cycles disincentivise governments from implementing WLC strategies
where potential savings may be realised only in future budgetary periods (and may
be during a different government’s period in office);
Separation of CAPEX and OPEX budgets makes the trade-off between the two
budgets difficult.

In recent years a number of models have been developed for railway assets to support the
inclusion of WLC/LCC within the investment decision making process; these include:
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Excel-based WLC models developed as part of the EU FP7-funded MAINLINE
project for soil cuttings1, plain track2 and metallic bridges3;
WLC/LCC tools developed as part of the FP7-funded SMARTRAIL consortium to
compare conventional construction and remediation work for Rail (open track)4, Rail
(transition zone)5 and rail (bridge)6;
CoBALT (Cost Benefit Analysis Lifecycle Tool) 7 developed by Network Rail as a
generic WLC model. It supports maintenance option selection and configures
projects at the asset level by importing asset life-cycle cost templates (excel tables)
with year by year costs for each asset.

Each tool is designed to identify cost effective maintenance options based on whole life
costs for one type of asset (e.g. track, bridges or earthworks) and do not take into account
network considerations such as the location of the assets, the interactions between the
different assets on the network etc. In this respect a cost-effective maintenance option for an
asset may not always be the most cost-effective in terms of the maintenance management

of the network.
Network Whole Life Cost Modelling
It is understood that Government and industry need to work together to take a whole-life,
whole-system cost approach to deliver Value for Money. The railway network is a system.
Maintenance of one asset can have implications for the performance and maintenance of
nearby assets (e.g. major maintenance on track requiring possession and track closure may
be an opportunity to consider maintenance of other assets within that zone that are close to
requiring maintenance). In addition, disruptions to one part of the network will have
consequences (and cost implications) for other parts of the network.
When planning maintenance on one part of the railway network it is important therefore to
consider the system effects. Developing maintenance strategies at the network level (based
on minimising whole life costs) can help IMs to get greater value from the overall
maintenance budget.
The following example illustrates the added benefits of network considerations for two
adjacent assets on a single line, a bridge and a cutting (Figure 1). Assumptions made are
that according to individual WLC analyses, both assets require major maintenance soon
(indicated by ‘x’ in Figure 1), i.e. the bridge in year 1 and the cutting in year 2 (followed by a
smaller intervention for drainage repair on the cutting in year 4); both the major interventions

1

http://www.mainline-project.eu/IMG/xlsm/ml_d5_5_soilcuttingsmodel_v06_00.xlsm
http://www.mainline-project.eu/IMG/xlsm/ml_d5_5_plaintrackmodel_v12_00.xlsm
3
http://www.mainline-project.eu/IMG/xlsm/ml_d5_5_metallicbridgesmodel_v09_00.xlsm
4
http://smartrail.fehrl.org/?m=3&mode=download&id_file=16408
5
http://smartrail.fehrl.org/?m=3&mode=download&id_file=16409
6
http://smartrail.fehrl.org/?m=3&mode=download&id_file=16414
7
https://www.amey.co.uk/strategic-consulting/creating-impact/technology-examples/cobalt/
2
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require weekend possessions meaning services cannot run between the 2 stations during
that period.
If it is possible to schedule and implement the two maintenance events concurrently, the
number of line possessions can be effectively reduced. This reduces costs associated with
passenger delays and provision of rail replacement services. In addition, combining the
interventions can also reduce the preparatory and setting up costs as well as the costs
associated with closing and opening the line to traffic. In the Figure 1 example, three
potential options could be considered:
i.
ii.
iii.

Bringing forward the cutting treatment to year 1 and effectively carrying out the bridge
and cutting treatments in one possession;
Postponing the bridge renewal by a year and as before, effectively carrying out the
bridge and cutting treatments in one possession;
Bring forward the drainage repair (planned for year 4) to year 2 and effectively
consolidating the costs through a single intervention.

Figure 1: Network considerations for maintenance planning
It is of course possible that delaying or bringing forward treatments may have cost
implications (e.g. delaying the bridge maintenance may result in speed restrictions on the
line). Also, it may not always be cost effective to combine treatments in this way as there
may be cost penalties associated with postponing or bringing a treatment forward, (e.g.
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postponing maintenance may mean a significant increase in the cost of maintenance while
bringing maintenance forward means the full life of the asset is not being exploited before it
undergoes a potentially costly treatment). Additionally, it may not be possible to postpone a
treatment, e.g. the asset condition is at the safety critical threshold and requires immediate
intervention. Whole life cost analysis will provide the initial and overall costs of the three
options and provide an objective basis to inform decision making.
There are other trade-offs that can be explored by considering whole life costs, e.g. some
treatments, such as milling, may have different longer term consequences depending on
how it is used. Milling is used to re-profile worn rails. It eliminates surface defects by
removing material from the running surface and running edge of the rail and can increase
the life of the rail by as much as 300% (Bartmann, 2008). However, milling the rail too often
can cumulatively remove too much material from the rail and actually shorten the achievable
life of the rail.
The main objective of adopting whole life costing techniques to investment appraisal at the
network level is to improve the examination of viable alternatives by including both the
potential future cost liability as well as the initial cost of each option accounting for cost
implications across the network.
1.4.1

Developing network WLC maintenance strategies

In developing network maintenance strategies, a whole life cost model may be used in
different ways to:





Generate and assess alternative maintenance options to develop network
maintenance schemes, taking into account the impact of the location of the schemes
on the network;
Examine the interactions between maintenance requirements on different parts of the
network, within asset types as well as between different asset types;
Assess the effects of different maintenance options to the rail user.

The principle uses of network whole life cost models are to:




Evaluation of the effects of different maintenance strategies on the overall condition
of the network;
Examination of the optimum level of investment for the network;
Examination of the impacts of traffic flows and traffic management during
maintenance on whole life cost.
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A generic structure for a network WLC model process (for a single asset) is illustrated in
Figure 2:

Figure 2: Network Whole life Cost Modelling process
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1.4.2

Rail Network

Network WLC analysis can be performed on entire networks or smaller sub-networks, e.g.
Irish Rail currently divides the Irish network into three divisions (Dublin, Athlone and
Limerick); Network Rail in the UK splits the network into eight strategic geographical routes
with each route run locally by Route teams8. For railways, the flow of trains is a key factor in
setting up a network for analysis and potential networks can broadly be broken down into the
following categories (in descending order of size):






Whole Network
Region/Route (e.g. 3 Divisions of the Irish Rail Network)
Line Types (e.g. Mainlines, Branch lines)
Line Name (e.g. Belfast–Dublin line)
Line Section (e.g. Figure 3)

Figure 3: Defining Network Sections
Network WLC models should account for wider operational consequences in addition to the
direct costs of maintenance. From an operations perspective, railway networks consist of
sections defined by links and nodes. Stations, junctions or significant line events represent
Nodes and the line segments between two adjacent nodes represent links. To ensure that
operational consequences can be accounted for, the size of a sub-network considered for
Network WLC analyses should therefore be no smaller than a Line section.

1.4.3

Network assets

Railway networks contain different physical infrastructure; this includes, signalling, track (e.g.
plain track and P&Cs), structures (e.g. bridges and tunnels), earthworks (e.g. slopes),

8

https://www.networkrail.co.uk/running-the-railway/our-routes/
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electrification and plant, drainage, vegetation and fencing (off track), operational property,
level crossings and telecoms assets. These can be broadly categorised as either point or
linear assets:
i.

ii.

Point Assets have geographically discrete locations e.g. signals and level
crossings. These can be installed, maintained and replaced as individual
assets.
Linear Assets are continuous. Linear assets of one type often connect with
each other e.g. track. Length plays an important role in the maintenance of
linear assets; they may need to be segmented to create maintenance
schemes (areas along the asset where maintenance will be applied) of
practical lengths.

Network whole life costing considers the relationship between different assets on the
network using their’ attributes and condition, their relative locations and traffic information to
determine maintenance needs and implications for the network. The example shown in
Figure 1 considers network traffic management requirements across a section of a network;
another aspect that could be considered is the distance of the earthworks from the active
network as the implications of failure are higher when earthworks are closer to the track; it
may also be the case that earthworks further away may not require the same level of traffic
management on the network (Martinović , et al., 2016)

1.4.4

Data

There are 4 principal categories of data needed for an analysis:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

1.4.5

Asset Attributes. This includes asset type, asset location, age, construction type,
etc.;
Asset Condition. Condition of assets may be derived from single or multiple
measures and also represent different modes of deterioration.
Traffic. Traffic data is based on timetables, rolling stock information and recorded
loading factors of the trains
Run Parameters. These are parameters that underlie the whole life cost analysis
and include analysis periods (two are used in the analysis; the whole life cost
analysis period of each scheme identified for an asset and Network analysis period),
Discount Rate etc.

Assess condition

Condition assessment and decisions on activities following the assessment are generally
based on processes set up by IMs as part of their policies and maintenance management
strategy for the network.
For point assets (such as signals and switches), each category of condition data has
associated condition threshold levels that are used to indicate whether the asset should be
considered for maintenance. In the case of linear assets (e.g. track), the asset is segmented
based on lengths of similar condition to generate practical treatment lengths and the
condition data assigned to the segmented lengths are used to determine maintenance
requirements.
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Default threshold values or user defined levels, usually based on the IMs maintenance policy
and condition standards are used for simulating the maintenance requirements for
evaluating whole life costs.

1.4.6

Defining schemes

On linear assets such as the track, adjacent lengths may be at different condition levels. In
order to reflect engineering practice, lengths identified as being need of maintenance and
those requiring it in the near future (defined in terms of a look-ahead period of a few years)
are identified at the start of each analysis year by comparing the condition against the
treatment threshold levels. Adjoining lengths of track needing treatment and those requiring
maintenance in the ‘near future’ may be amalgamated to create maintenance schemes. The
actual creation of schemes depends on a number of factors such as the variability in the
condition, the choice of look ‘ahead period’ etc. Algorithms are included in the model to
enable this amalgamation in a way that reflects practices adopted by IMs.
For discrete assets such as points & crossings, each asset is considered in its entirety for
assessing maintenance need.

1.4.7

Generate scheme options

For each identified scheme, a minimum of two treatment options (Do Something and Do
minimum) are created using the following principles:


Do Something (DoS) is an engineering solution based on the application of
treatment threshold / intervention rules;



Do Minimum (DoM) is the minimum treatment required to maintain the assets above
a safety critical condition threshold value. In some cases, the ‘do minimum’ option
may be to do “nothing”. In some other cases the condition of the asset and safety
critical values may mean the DoM is the same as the DoS option (i.e. there is no
other option if the railway is to remain open).

For each scheme, the costs of maintenance treatments are determined from unit rates for
each type treatment and extent of the work required. Different unit rates can account for
different asset attributes e.g. costs for switch replacement are between 200k and 300k Euros
per unit for "fast" switches (80–140 km/h in turnout), 50k to 150k Euros per unit for "slow"
switches (30–70 km/h in turnout) due to higher construction standard requirements
associated with the fast switches (Stalder, 2001). Rates of work output are used to
determine the duration of the maintenance work.
In addition to the direct costs of carrying out maintenance, there are also indirect costs
(externalities). The two main categories of externalities are costs to users due to train delays
during works and environmental costs from changes in the levels of emissions from trains
due to changes in speed and/or distance travelled.
Depending on the type of traffic management required for carrying out the maintenance,
trains on the route may experience delays for the duration of the works. Costs to users due
to the works are calculated based on the estimated delays to the train services compared to
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the timetabled run times. The cost associated with emissions is calculated based on
changes to emissions and standard costs of carbon.

1.4.8

Evaluating future cost

Network Whole Life Cost analyses simulate the maintenance requirements of infrastructure
assets during a long period of time and evaluate the total costs (i.e. works costs and costs to
rail users) during that period. Costs estimated for future years are discounted back to the
base year and summed to provide the Net Present Value of the whole life cost.
The principal components of the whole life cost of rail assets can be considered as the cost
in the first year of the analysis and those in later years. The costs in later years of the
analysis arise from the direct and indirect costs of the future maintenance works.
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

1.4.9

First year costs. This is the cost of initial investment. The analysis is aimed at
enabling the consideration of different initial options (e.g. different initial designs,
materials maintenance treatments);
Future maintenance costs. These costs represent the costs associated with
maintenance carried out after the initial investment (e.g. in the Base Year of the
analysis). The future maintenance requirements are related to the type and extent of
work carried out in the Base Year. For new construction, this can mean the design
and construction materials used, while for existing assets, it can mean factors such
as the existing condition before maintenance, as well as the type of treatment carried
out;
User costs. When maintenance is being carried out, costs are incurred by users
(passengers / freight customers) due to delays and cancellations of train services.
The nature of the railways services means that delays and/or cancellations may even
occur on the network beyond the working zone. A network model allows the
computation of these additional costs;
Other indirect costs. As well as the rail user, the wider society may be affected by
the maintenance carried out. Increasingly, environmental aspects are becoming an
intrinsic part of whole life analyses, e.g. the cost impacts of additional noise,
emissions and pollution due to the work.

Prioritising schemes

A comparison of the whole life costs of different options is not sufficient on its own to indicate
which initial option delivers ‘better value for money’. For example, a lower whole life cost
may be achieved by high expenditure in the first year or a slightly higher whole life total cost
may result from a much lower initial investment. An economic indicator (see sub-section 2.7)
that looks at the difference in whole life cost as well as the difference in initial investment can
provide a measure of the value for money from the initial investment.
Maintenance schemes can be prioritised on an economic basis, taking into consideration
budget limitations and conflicts between schemes (e.g. due to proximity in location).
Even when budgets are sufficient to fund all proposed maintenance, it is useful to calculate
the economic indicator to ensure that the proposed treatment is providing value for money.
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2

Destination Rail NWLCM

The Network Whole Life Cost Model (NWLCM) is the key output of Task 4.4 in the
DESTination Rail project. Appendix J shows the software specification for the development
of this model. The analysis carried out by the NWLCM provides information to support the
development of cost-effective network maintenance strategies in the Decision Support Tool
(DST) developed in WP3. The NWLCM can be used to carry out analyses for the following
types of assets:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Track (Ballasted and Slab track)
Bridges (Metallic and Concrete)
Slopes (Cuttings and Embankments)
Points and Crossings (Turnouts and Crossovers)

The model uses asset condition data (obtained from the Irish Rail IM), deterioration
relationships developed in WP2 (for slopes and bridges), traffic delay modelling developed in
task 4.3 and defined rulesets for maintenance as the basis for the development of WLC
profiles of the infrastructure assets.

Development of NWLCM
The Model has been developed using a sub-network of the Irish Rail network.

Figure 4: Case Study Network

Figure 4 shows a simplified model of the Dublin area topology used to provide the framework
for the development of the model. Accordingly, the rulesets and analysis run parameters
currently included in the model are representative of the practices adopted for the
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management of the Irish Rail network. The model is structured such that it can be easily
adapted for use by any other rail infrastructure manager.

Defining the NWLCM Analysis Network
As discussed in 1.4.2, the analysis network can be selected using a number of different
criteria. The NWLCM can select single assets for analysis or any sub-network for analysis,
down to a granularity of line sections. For network analysis, the WLCM can also deselect
assets on an individual, asset type or asset sub-type basis. Network selection can be
performed in the DST or the NWLCM itself.
To perform network selection asset locations must be identified. The NWLCM relies on
location data not only to determine where an asset is on the network but its locational
relationship to other assets within it. The model considers three types of data when
determining asset location; these are stored in the IMS as asset attributes.
The first data type represents geographical location. Each asset location is defined through
Northings and Eastings geocoordinates using the Irish Transverse Mercator (ITM) system.
The model has been designed so that it can be reconfigured to use other systems as
required. This is used by the model to produce a graphical representation of the network that
the user can see.
The second type of asset location data is functional location. This is network specific to Irish
Rail. The network has been split into groups of functional locations and assets are assigned
a start and end distance across a functional location (measured in miles and yards). This
data is used to define the location of an asset along the part of the network.
The third type of asset location is based on the operational principle of block sections and is
defined in the model by start and end signals (signal pairs). Signals are located on the
railway network by their functional location data. The two signals an asset is located
between (with reference to functional location data) define the signal pair.

Network level and asset level WLC Analyses
Figure 5 illustrates a network analysis period of 5 years and a WLC evaluation period of 40
years (the default values currently used in the NWLCM). If the example analysis described in
Figure 5, was performed in 2017 (i.e. the analysis set-up year was 2017), 2018 would be the
base year of the network analysis. Analyses can however be performed more than one year
ahead of the base year. The blue boxes contain examples of assets with “in year”
maintenance needs in each year of the Network analysis period. For example, assets with
identified maintenance needs in the 3rd year of the Network Analysis Period are CTD002D,
EMB001D and UBR58. For each of the assets, whole life costs are evaluated (for two
alternative treatment options) over a 40-year period. The profiles and the associated data
can be used to prioritise and select schemes for implementation in the year.
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Figure 5: Network analysis period and WLC evaluation period
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Figure 6 shows the network analysis process for a network analysis.

Figure 6: Network Analysis process
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Calculating the “in year” Condition States
Initial condition states are calculated for every asset considered in an analysis. Initial states
are calculated using the condition data (e.g. from surveys) of the asset and asset attributes.
Appendix A defines how these states are categorised for Track, P&Cs, Bridges and Slopes
and brief descriptions are provided below.
2.4.1
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

2.4.2

Asset state categorisation
Track. The methodology for the categorisation of track states has been developed as
part of WP3. It uses the condition of the rail and ballast, geometry and age of the
track to produce condition states for each part of the asset. The individual condition
states are used to define the treatment that should be considered (see Appendix B).
The overall condition state of track segments is defined by the poorest condition state
of rail, ballast and track. Track segments are defined by the DST.
For rail, condition is determined by the presence/absence of: US defect types (Office
of Railroad Safety, 2015), Lipping (W2) Head checks (UIC 2223) and rail age.
For Ballast, the Ballast Quality Index (BQI) and ballast age are used. For track
(geometry), Track Geometry Defects (TGD) and the Track Quality Index (TQI) are
used with thresholds developed by Irish Rail Track Quality Standards in accordance
with EN14363 (Iarnród Éireann, 2012).
Points and Crossings (P&Cs). Irish Rail define condition of P&Cs in accordance
with their technical standard using CCE P&Cs Inspections, Joint Pointcare
Inspections and the inspections undertaken by the Technical and Permanent Way
staff (Iarnród Éireann, 2017). Scores are assigned to an asset on the basis of the
presence and severity of various defects and the score is then converted into a
percentage value. The NWLCM uses the percentage value to represent the condition
state of the P&Cs.
Bridges. The rating system of bridge condition (1-4) used by Irish Rail (Sotera Risk
Solutions, 2004) is used to represent the overall condition states for bridges in the
NWLCM.
Slopes. The asset state is represented by the slopes’ reliability index (β) and the
probability of failure developed by Gavin and Doherty Geosolutions (Martinović , et
al., 2016).
Network analysis period base year

To perform a WLC analysis, the condition data of all assets included in the analysis need to
represent the condition in the start year of the analysis. Whole networks are not surveyed in
the same year and consequently the condition data available invariably cover a number of
years (preceding the start of the analysis, the base year). Condition of the assets in the base
year will need to be derived from the available data.
Rulesets defined within the NWLCM will be used to update the condition values to the base
year of the analysis. Deterioration relationships (further discussed in 2.6.5) are used to
appropriately project condition from the year of survey to the analysis base year. If
maintenance has been carried out between the survey year and the base year (this
information will be obtained from the maintenance history date), then reset condition values
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corresponding to the treatments are also applied and deterioration rulesets are applied to
project asset condition from the treatment year to the analysis base year.

Identifying Initial Maintenance Needs (Scheme identification)
The “in year” need for maintenance of individual assets is identified by comparing asset
states with the appropriate intervention thresholds. The treatment for any asset with
identified maintenance needs is made up of two alternative treatments representing DoS and
DoM options. For each option, the future maintenance requirements over a 40-year are
evaluated and the associated WLC profiles are generated. Appendix B details the different
treatments considered for each asset in each condition state. Routine maintenance needs
(such as vegetation management of slopes) and asset inspections are not included in this
step as they must happen on a regular basis. The costs of the routine maintenance are
however included in the evaluation of whole life cost.

WLC Profiles of Infrastructure Assets
The WLC profile generation process is outlined in Figure 7.

Figure 7: WLC Evaluation Process

2.6.1

Do something and do minimum intervention options
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The condition state for every asset sub-type has a Do Something and Do minimum
treatment type assigned to it. Treatment types assigned for the Irish Rail Network assets are
defined in Appendix B. For assets with identified DoS and DoM options, the costs are
calculated by the model as described in 2.6.2
2.6.2

Calculating treatment costs

Costs are composed of direct (cost of carrying out treatments) and indirect costs (costs of
delays to users and CO2 emissions due to the maintenance). These are stored in the model
on unit cost basis (e.g. per area or length). Costs are calculated using size of asset being
treated and the rate of treatment completion.
2.6.2.1

Direct costs

Direct costs are the costs of carrying out a maintenance intervention and in general have to
be met by the IM. The NWLCM uses a single unit value for calculating the cost of treatment
encapsulating the costs of the various sub-asks involved, such as preparatory works, set-up,
materials, labour, plant and equipment, possession, traffic management, consequential costs
etc. The unit costs used in the NWLCM as default values are provided in Appendix C.
2.6.2.2

Indirect costs

Indirect costs are those which result from maintenance activities and are borne by society in
general (e.g. the costs to the passengers and the national economy due to delays on the rail
network during maintenance). The indirect costs considered in the NWLCM are represented
by the monetary values of the total time lost by passengers due to journey time delays and
the CO2 emissions associated with traffic management restrictions.
Delays and changes in CO2 emissions result from the traffic management (TM) required
when performing maintenance on a live network. Some maintenance activities do not require
TM; in these cases, there is therefore no adverse impact on train operations and
consequently no indirect costs. The four TM options included in NWLCM are listed in Table
1.
Table 1: Traffic Management Options
TM Option

Description

Track Closure

The track is closed; train services will be cancelled or
diverted to other routes

TSR: 50 mph

A temporary speed restriction of 50 mph is enforced

TSR: 25 mph

A temporary speed restriction of 25 mph is enforced

TSR: 25 mph
18.8T weight limit

and A temporary speed restriction of 25 mph and a weight
restriction of 18.8 tons is enforced

The impacts of TM on journey times and CO2 emissions are determined using the Traffic
Flow Model (TFM) which forms one of the modules in the DST and has been developed in
Task 4.3 (Aksentijevic, et al., 2017)
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It should be noted that a maintenance intervention can have different TM options during
different phases of treatment implementation. For example, Track Closure (with no trains
running on the line) could be in place in the night while a “Track renewal” treatment is being
carried out and then followed by speed restrictions (e.g. 50 mph) for a defined period of time
for trains using that track. The TM options associated with the different treatments included
in the model and the time periods (e.g. night, off-peak etc.) over which the TM would be
operational are described in Appendix D.
There will be occasions when restrictions on traffic flows may be required on tracks adjacent
to the one undergoing maintenance. This is usually defined by the treatment type; for
example, ballast cleaning could require closure of the track undergoing the treatment and a
simultaneous 25 mph speed restriction on any adjacent tracks. Adjacent track lengths are
pre-defined with reference to signal pairs. If multiple track lengths are considered adjacent to
the site of maintenance, the model assumes restrictions are either applied to all or none.
Restrictions imposed on adjacent tracks are described in Appendix D. The model can handle
any treatment imposing restrictions on adjacent tracks but only ballast cleaning imposes
such restrictions in the Irish Rail Network.

2.6.2.3

Calculation of user delay costs

The Traffic Flow Model (TFM) developed in Task 4.3 simulates the impacts of line closures
and TSRs on train operations and calculates the journey times and changes in fuel
consumption. All assets on the network are associated with a pair of signals (or multiple
signal pairs if the asset crosses multiple tracks e.g. a slope may be longer than 1 block
length) and these are used to enable the effects of the TM on train operations to be
evaluated. To illustrate the signal pair location referencing principle, signal pairs for assets
between Connolly and Grand Canal Dock are shown in Appendix H.
As it would be impractical to use the TFM to calculate the delay minutes and emission
impacts for each intervention in the whole life cost analyses in real-time, look-up tables of
delays have been created covering the analysis network and the different types of TM
options (See Table 4). Average costs are stored in the look-up table on a per hour basis.
The values are referenced by location, type of restriction, restriction period type and the total
duration of restriction is used to calculate the total delay minutes and total change in CO 2
emissions for that restriction.
The average value of time for railway passengers (€ per hour) were not available for the
Republic of Ireland and therefore values from the UK Department for Transport’s transport
appraisal data book (Department for Transport, 2017) have been used as default values.
Appendix F shows the Value of Time for each year up to 2100.
Passenger loadings for services have been calculated (external to the model) using the
following assumptions:


The numbers of passengers over different parts of the network are estimated using
average passenger entrance and exit numbers at key stations provided by Republic of
Ireland’s National Transport Authority (Údarás Náisiúnta Iompair, 2017);
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It is assumed that a percentage of passengers (default value: 65%) travel at peak hours
(default: 07:00-10:00 and 16:00-19:00) and that passengers are evenly distributed over
all timetabled services during these periods;
Remaining passenger numbers are evenly distributed over all other services (off-peak);
Timetable services are as stated in the published timetable (Iarnród Éireann, 2016);

The 365 days in the year are assumed to consist of 250 working week days, 53 Saturdays,
53 Sundays, 7 Bank holidays (with Sunday services), 2 Bank holidays (with no services). For
illustrative purposes Table 2 show the number of trains and number of passengers per train
calculated for the services between Connolly and Grand Canal Dock Stations (see Figure 4).

Table 2: Average Passenger loading per service between Connolly and Grand Canal
Dock Stations
Number of Passengers per Train
Total Morning Peak Trains
Total Evening Peak Trains
Total Peak per day Trains

68
66
134

Total Weekday Off-peak trains
Total Sat Off-peak trains
Total Sun & Bank Holiday trains

Total Peak per Year Trains
Total Off-peak per Year
33500
Total Number of Passengers between Connolly and Grand Canal Dock
(per annum)
Total peak passengers (per
Total off- peak passengers (per
6,419,020
annum)
annum)
Peak Passengers per Train

192

Off-peak Passengers per Train

143
203
131
54369
9,875,415
3,456,395
64

The maintenance duration (i.e. the length of time a Temporary Speed Restriction (TSR) or
closure is in operation) is calculated using the area/extent/number of assets needing
maintenance and the rate at which the treatment can be performed (Work Duration Rate)
which is described in Appendix C.
In the model, interventions for which train services have to be cancelled, it is assumed that
the total delay will be the equivalent of a multiple of the journey time. This is based on the
assumption that passengers will be required to take ‘replacement bus services’ provided by
the IM/train operator. Currently the model uses a default multiple of six.
In the model, the delay minutes per hour of TM, the total duration of TM and estimated
passenger loadings (i.e. the number of passengers delayed, See Table 2) multiplied by the
value of time (€ per hour, see Appendix F) is used to calculate the total delay costs.
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2.6.2.4

Cost of CO2 emissions

Changes in CO2 emissions are calculated from the change in fuel consumption due to
changes in the average speed for the duration of traffic management. CO2 emissions are
monetised using the value of CO2 (cost per tonne) reported by the UK’s Department of
Transport (Department for Transport, 2017). The values included in the model are reported
in Appendix G.
Where complete line closures are in place changes in CO2 are currently not calculated as
there are no trains operating (although it is recognised that the emissions from the
replacement bus services may be significantly higher).
2.6.3

Future costs

Future costs are the costs of future maintenance needs (estimated by simulating asset
deterioration based on the defined deterioration relationships) and are calculated in the
same manner as Initial costs (2.6.2.1). All future costs are discounted to the first year of the
WLC evaluation period using the standard formula for discounting and discount rate
specified when setting up the run parameters. The discounted cost (or Present Value) for
spend in year n is:
Discounted Cost =

𝑈𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑛
(1 +

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛
)
100

The default discount rate in the model is set at 3.5% (used in the UK for transport schemes,
UK Treasury (HM Treasury, 2011) but can be specified the user.
2.6.4

Condition reset values

Following the implementation of a treatment, the asset condition state is “reset” to reflect the
effect of the treatment in restoring the condition of the asset. Default condition reset values
are included in the model. When different treatment options are considered for an asset (as
could happen with the DoS and DoM scenarios), the reset values will show the different
outcomes and lead to different WLC profiles.
2.6.5

Asset deterioration

WLC analysis is moved forward one year at a time through the evaluation period and the
condition of the assets being considered are aged using probabilistic deterioration
relationships. Markov Deterioration Modelling used to calculate the probability of the asset
moving from one condition state into another was developed in collaboration with WP2
(Connolly, 2016).
Discrete parameter Markov chains define distinct states of condition at discrete transition
time intervals. This is done by defining time dependent Markovian Transition Matrices
(MTM). Based on the condition rating system of Irish Rail, four condition ratings have been
considered. The MTMs have been set up as follows:
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𝑃11
0
𝑀𝑇𝑀𝑡 = [
0
0

𝑃12
𝑃22
0
0

𝑃13
𝑃23
𝑃33
0

𝑃14
𝑃24
]
𝑃34
𝑃44

where, starting in state𝑖:
Pii = probability of remaining in state 𝑖 from 𝑡 = 1: 2, and
Pij = probability transitioning to state 𝑗.
It follows that each row of the MTM must sum to 1, and all entries are positive. From the
MTMs, it is possible to derive a vector (𝑄𝑡 ) of probabilities of being in each condition state, at
time step 𝑡, using the formulation below , based on the condition vector at time 𝑡 − 1.
𝑄𝑡 = 𝑄𝑡−1 × 𝑀𝑇𝑀𝑡

2.6.6

Assessment of future maintenance needs

Future maintenance requirements are assessed using condition states and treatment
thresholds (as described in 2.5) in each year of the evaluation period. For future
maintenance, only the DoS treatment option is considered. If an asset does not require a
treatment in any year, the WLC analysis for that asset will advance to the next year. This
cycle of deteriorating asset condition, assessing maintenance needs, calculating the
maintenance costs and applying reset values is repeated until the final year of the WLC
evaluation period (defaulted to 40 years in the NWLCM).
2.6.7

Last year of the WLC evaluation period and residual value

The condition of an asset at the end of the WLC evaluation period is a function of the
maintenance treatments adopted during that period (i.e. the type and timings of
interventions, in particular the last intervention). The ‘Residual Value’ is used to allow for the
differences in condition and spend of two options at the end of the analysis period by taking
into account the ‘remaining’ value of the last treatment. This enables a more equitable
comparison of the WLC profiles of two options (e.g. one option with higher WLC and good
condition and the other with lower WLC and comparatively poor condition). The total whole
life cost is calculated as follows: Total Whole Life Costs
= (∑(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 + 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 + 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠))
− 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
Calculating the economic indicator
When comparing scheme options, it is not sufficient to consider only the whole life cost. It is
not unusual for options with lower whole life costs to have higher initial costs, e.g. a lower
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WLC may be achieved at very high initial cost or a slightly higher WLC may be achieved with
a low initial cost. The Economic Indicator is a measure of Value for Money and represents
the relative benefit of one option over another (in this case, of the Do Something option over
the Do Minimum option).
The Economic Indicator is calculated using the following method:
Savings: The difference between Net Present Values of the ‘Do Something’ and ‘Do
Minimum’ options; and
Economic Indicator: Savings / (Difference between the year 1 costs of the ‘Do Something’
and ‘Do Minimum’ options).
𝐸𝐼(𝐵: 𝐴) =

𝑁𝐴 − 𝑁𝐵
𝐶𝐵 − 𝐶𝐴

EI (B:A)
=
Benefit from adopting the DoS treatment option rather than the DoM
treatment
options
NA
=
Net Present Cost over the analysis period of the DoM treatment option
NB
=
Net Present Cost over the analysis period of the DoS treatment option
CA
=
Cost in first year of DoM treatment option
CB
=
Cost in first year of DoS treatment option

Network Maintenance
Once in-year maintenance requirements are established, budgets and further analysis is
performed in the DST; for more information see (Allah Bukhsh, et al., 2017). The DST is
responsible for the selection of maintenance options to be taken forward (further described
in section 3). For assets with selected maintenance options, reset condition rules are applied
to the condition states to reflect the impact of the selected treatments. The analysis then
proceeds to the next year of the Network Analysis period. Deterioration rules are used to
age all assets in the network by one year. The WLC analysis process (Figure 7) is repeated
for each year of the Network analysis period.

Outputs
The NWLCM produces WLC profiles (type of treatments, schedules and the associated
costs) for each of the assets with identified maintenance needs as an output of the analysis.
This is further discussed in Section 3.2.
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3

NWLCM and DST Interactions

Figure 8 shows the modules in the DST and the data flows between the NWLCM module
and the other modules/models within the DST.

Figure 8: Data Flow in the DST
The Information Management System (IMS) is the central data repository of all the data of
network assets covering the data needs for maintenance planning and decision-making
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procedures (Allah Bukhsh, et al., 2015). Data associated with the assets selected at the
analysis set-up stage (e.g. location data, condition, rulesets etc.) are passed from the IMS to
the WLC module (as well as other models e.g. the Risk model) via .xml files based API
(Application Program Interface).
The rulesets contain the information underlying the analysis carried out in the network whole
life cost analysis. The xml ruleset is configured in the NWLCM. To add/update a ruleset, the
DST will pass the information through an exchange layer.
The DST model receives the results of the analysis from the NWLCM and the Risk models
for further processing by the DST. The NWLCM and DST validate any data that is passed
between them:




Any data that the NWLCM sees as ‘unexpected’ (i.e. does not meet its format
requirements) is returned from the call and ignored in the subsequent analysis in the
model;
The API has two operations that can be called externally: load-data and execute.
o The option load data allows the DST to push its own definition of the network
and assets into the NWLCM tool. Fundamentally this allows the DST and the
NWLCM to be synchronised. If no data is returned to the DST after calling
load-data, the DST assumes that all data passed into the NWLCM has been
validated for use in the WLC analysis.
o The execute command allows the DST to command the NWLCM to perform
its analysis with the configured datasets. When performing the operation the
DST will receive a response once the analysis is complete. The data returned
will be the dataset containing the results of the WLC analysis. If the analysis
is incomplete due to an invalid configuration an empty dataset will be returned
to the DST interface.

Inputs to the NWLCM
The data input requirements of NWLCM from the IMS are described below. The IMS itself is
an output of WP3 and the framework is described in Deliverable D3.1 (Allah Bukhsh, et al.,
2016).
The network and the assets to be included in an analysis can be selected in the DST
interface (see Figure 8) during analysis set-up. This can also be done in the NWLCM for
stand-alone WLC analyses. The Network Analysis period is also defined in the DST at the
analysis set-up stage (currently defaults to 5 years). The WLC evaluation period is defined in
the NWLCM.
3.1.1

Assets & attributes

Four asset types are included in the model: Bridges, Soil Cuttings, Points & Crossings and
Track.
Different attributes are used to determine how assets will deteriorate and what the
appropriate maintenance needs are. For example, in addition to condition state, the age of
ballasted track and the number of previous tamping treatments are used to determine if the
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ballast can be tamped again or whether a ballast cleaning treatment is required. Location
referencing data is used to position the assets within the network.
The user can select a sub-network to analyse; this can be done through the DST interface or
within the NWLCM itself (when performing stand-alone WLC analyses).
3.1.2

Asset condition data and asset state

Condition data has been obtained from Irish Rail from recent surveys or monitoring data.
Condition data may describe the overall condition of an asset or it may describe one part of
the asset. For example, with track, the Track Quality Index (TQI) is a measure of track
geometry and Rail Profile Measurement identifies rail defects. Condition data is used along
with asset attributes to determine the asset state (see glossary).
3.1.3

Maintenance options (treatments)

The Do Something and Do minimum treatment options assigned to the condition states for
every asset sub-type are stored within the IMS. The DoS and DoM options defined for the
Irish Rail Network assets are listed in Appendix B.
3.1.4

Costs

Unit cost data obtained from Irish Rail are stored in the IMS. Default cost data are listed in
Appendix C and cost calculations are described in 2.6.2.
3.1.5

Run parameters

In addition to condition and traffic data for the selected network, other run parameters are
needed to define the analysis. These are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Network Analysis Period (defaulted to five years – see section 2.3)
Whole Life Cost Evaluation Period (defaulted to forty years – see section 2.3)
Assets considered for analysis (see section 2.2)
Maintenance treatments included (see 2.6.1)
Discount rate (defaulted to 3.5% - see 2.6.3)

Outputs of the NWLCM
The NWLCM creates WLC profiles for assets where “in year” treatment needs have been
identified. Individual WLC profiles are produced for the DoM and DoS options which are
passed to the Decision Support Model for further analysis (as described in 2.8).
Appendix I shows example DoM and DoS WLC profiles for the P&C asset LL111A and the
format in which initial treatment costs and whole life costs are passed from the NWLCM to
the Decision Support Model.
Table 3 lists the output variables that are passed from the NWLCM to the Decision Support
Model. Costs are broken down into treatment costs, delay costs and CO2 costs.
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The model also returns an Economic Indicator value (E.I.) that can be used to rank schemes
from a whole-life cost perspective. Where the condition of an asset is such that safety
thresholds can be met only by the DoS treatment option, DoM and DoS treatment options
are the same. These instances are ranked highest. If multiple instances exist, ranking is
based on initial costs (lowest to highest). Similarly, if two or more separate schemes have
the same E.I. ranking; these are then ordered on the basis of lower initial costs.
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Table 3: Output variables from the NWLCM to the Decision Support Model
Column

Description

Year

Year of the Network Analysis period

Scheme

A unique identifier produced when a treatment need is identified

Asset I.D.

A unique identifier defining the network asset

Asset type

One of the following, Bridge, Slope (Earthworks), Track or
Points & Crossings

Signal Location

The signal pairs between which an identified asset requiring
maintenance is located

Segment I.D.

Identifies the segment over which maintenance requirement
has been identified; this applies to ‘track’ assets only.

Treatment Options

Two treatment options are generated when a maintenance
need is triggered, Do Minimum (DoM) and Do Something (DoS)

Treatment Cost
(Undiscounted)

Costs incurred in the year of treatment

Treatment Cost
(Discounted)

Present value of a treatment carried out in a future year
(treatment cost incurred in a future year discounted back to a
first year of the WLC evaluation period)

Whole Life Cost
(Undiscounted)

Sum of the costs of all the identified treatments in the
evaluation period – Residual value

Whole Life Cost
(Discounted)

Sum of the discounted costs of all the identified treatments in
the evaluation period – Discounted Residual value

Economic Indicator

Measure of the relative benefits of the Do Something option
over the Do Minimum option

3.2.1

Returning “in year” treatment options to the NWLCM

The “in year” treatment options and results are collated in the Decision Support Model. The
choice of which “in year” treatments to accept and which ones to reject are made by the
Decision Support Model’s criteria analysis functions. Treatments are returned to the NWLCM
as TRUE or FALSE. “TRUE” notes that the treatment has been accepted whilst a “FALSE”
indicates that the treatment has been rejected. The condition of assets is reset on the basis
of the TRUE/FALSE returns in preparation for carrying out further analysis for the next year
of the network analysis period.
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4

Network Analysis

This section describes developments that take account of network considerations when
evaluating WLC, e.g. imposing TSRs and closures on a section can have wider
consequences.

Defining Inter- and Intra-Section Relationships
Defining the operational consequences across the wider network when a TSR or closure is
imposed is important when calculating the true costs of maintenance. Maintenance events
on one section of the network may affect the traffic flows not just on that section but on traffic
flows on adjacent sections. This will affect the overall cost of performing maintenance if for
example this requires services on the wider to be cancelled. Relationships between sections
exist when traffic flows are altered between one node and another by line closures. The
diagram (Figure 9) below details an example of how these dependences occur.

Figure 9: Network Section dependanies
In the example above, traffic flows between nodes 1 and 3 are dependent on sections A and
B. This flow is not affected by the flows on section C, i.e. any maintenance requiring line
closures on section C will not be expected to affect the timetabled traffic over Section B, i.e.
there is not traffic flow dependency between these two sections. The model should therefore
not consider combining maintenance events on section B and C. However, the closure on
section C will affect trains travelling between node 1 and node 4. For sections A and C,
maintenance events on either should be considered for synchronisation.
Combining maintenance works programs on different sections with traffic flow dependencies
will affect the overall WLC costs. For example, synchronising maintenance over sections
might mean that the total delays to users could be reduced as the overall period of TSR over
that part of the network may be reduced. Without synchronisation, TSRs would be enforced
over that part of the network for each intervention.
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Dependencies also exist if maintenance works pushes traffic from one part of the network to
another. To demonstrate this principle using Figure 9; if the distance between nodes 3 and 4
is small, a line closure in section B might lead to more passengers/freight travelling between
nodes 2 and 4. These impacts can be evaluated in the Traffic Flow Model of the IMS..

Network considerations within the NWLCM
A three stage analysis can be considered in carrying out the Network Analysis: Initial WLC
analysis schemes, Grouping and Synchronising in-year maintenance activity across line
sections and Grouping and Synchronising in-year maintenance activity across line sections
using a look ahead period. These are further described in detail in the following sub-sections
4.2.1

Initial WLC analysis schemes

This encompasses the WLC analysis described in section 2 whereby the operational effects
of maintenance events across the network are considered in isolation.
4.2.2

Grouping and combining in-year maintenance activity across line sections

This analysis can show how even limited combination of maintenance schemes can affect
whole life costs. In addition to combining in-year maintenance events within the same
section, combining in-year maintenance events on adjacent sections can be considered if
one or more treatment requires a line closure and the sections are operationally related
(discussed in Error! Reference source not found.). (Operationally related track sections
are defined within the NWLCM using traffic flow analysis before WLC analyses are
performed).
To account for Irish rail maintenance procedure, the NWLCM considers combining
maintenance interventions if they are enacted over the same time-period (Appendix D); for
example both bridge renewals and track ballast cleaning are performed during weekend
periods and could be considered for combining into a single scheme.
The benefit associated with this type of combination process is the initial (and whole and
potential whole life) costs saving associated with reduced delays to users and CO 2
emissions (through fewer closures and TM events over the network per year) and reduced
set-up costs. Combining schemes may also have some unintended consequences. Applying
closures and TM simultaneously on related parts of the network may cause perturbations
over busier parts of the network if some services are required to be rescheduled or
cancelled. Analysis using the traffic flow model can estimate the impacts and this is further
discussed in Deliverable 4.2 (Aksentijevic, et al., 2017).
IMs can use this function to compare the impact on costs of combining appropriate
maintenance schemes.
4.2.3

Grouping and combining in-year maintenance activity across line sections
using look-ahead periods

This option combines maintenance schemes by length and treatment types using the criteria
as described in section 4.2.2 and in addition, also uses a look-ahead period (e.g. up to 2
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years) in which the analysis can look-ahead (in years) to see if it is worth bringing forward
any interventions that are not above current thresholds but are close to the thresholds and
would therefore be triggered during the look-ahead period.

Figure 10: Use of Look-Ahead Period
The aim of the look-ahead period is to avoid having to carry out a further intervention within
a short period close to or at the same location on the network with only a short period
between the interventions, e.g. a bridge strengthening treatment has been identified and a
track ballast cleaning treatment is predicted for the track 2 years; there may be benefits in
bringing forward and implementing the ballast cleaning while the traffic management is in
place (as the treatment is within the 2 year look-ahead period).
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5

Further developments

The NWLCM can also be used to support bids for structural maintenance funds by
demonstrating the effects of alternative levels of budget and the budgets required to achieve
required levels of condition on the network on the basis on whole life cost.
The next steps in further developing the model should be to increase the categories of
scheme assessments; this could include a mixture of the following criteria:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Value for money
Safety improvement
Environment
Route priority
Levels of service
Minimising disruption (choice of schemes based on minimising disruption
to rail users)

This will increase the utility of the NWLCM as IMs can tailor the analysis to their own desired
performance outcomes within stated budgetary constraints.
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6

Summary

The aim of the Decision Support Tool (DST) is to support Infrastructure Managers (IMs) in
improving maintenance planning and developing more efficient maintenance strategies. It is
a piece of software that contains a number of modules including a reliability assessment
framework, risk assessment model, network whole life cycle cost analysis model and traffic
flow model. This report has described the work undertaken in Task 4.4 of the DESTination
RAIL project; Development of a Network Whole Life Cost Model (NWLCM), which provides
inputs on the whole life costs of alternative maintenance strategies.
The NWLCM has been used to investigate the development of maintenance strategies for a
sub-network of the Irish Rail Network. It can also be used independently to investigate the
maintenance budget requirements for whole rail networks and the sensitivity of budget
estimates to different assumptions (e.g. combination of treatments on different assets).
The NWLCM is the first of its kind to consider whole life costs of rail infrastructure assets:




At the network level, taking account of the more than one type of asset;
Linking the analysis with a traffic flow model and evaluating the indirect costs of
alternative operational options for traffic management during maintenance;
Use probabilistic deterioration relationships to determine future costs.

It has long been established that taking into account future impacts of infrastructure
maintenance/investment options through the use of whole life cost approaches can increase
the effectiveness of decision making. It may be the case that synchronising maintenance
activities reduces costs e.g. by reducing user delays and costs associated with maintenance
set-up. It is also possible that delaying or bringing forward maintenance may have negative
cost implications e.g. a costlier intervention may subsequently be needed if a maintenance
activity is delayed. A network whole life cost approach allows IMs to explore initial and future
financial consequences when looking to synchronise maintenance activities.
Schemes can be considered for combination if they meet 3 criteria, i) they can be scheduled
within the same financial year ii) they are separated by relatively short time intervals (e.g.
within 2 years of each other) and iii) they are on the same section of the network (defined
operationally). Network level analysis can be used to determine the effects of combining
maintenance schemes (of same and different assets) being considered as this can enable a
reduction the overall direct and indirect costs.
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Appendix A.
A.1

Categorisation of Condition Station

Categorisation of track sections into states
State

1
Excellent

2
Good

3
Acceptable

4
Poor

Parameters

All of the condition below If at least one of the If at least one of the If at least one of the
are true
conditions
for
each conditions
for
each conditions
for
each
parameters are true
parameters are true
parameters are true

Rail

TRUE IF
US defects is FALSE AND
Lipping: W2 < 1.5mm AND
UIC 2223 (headchecks,
shelling): W3 ≤ 1.6mm AND
If Track Category (TC) I:
Rail Age (RA) < 1 year
If TC II: RA < 2 years
If TC III: RA < 5 years

TRUE IF
1.6mm < W3 ≤ 3mm

TRUE IF
1.5mm ≤ W2 < 3mm

TRUE IF
US defects is TRUE OR
W2 ≥ 3mm OR
W3 > 3mm OR
when TC I: RA ≥ 1 year
when TC II: RA ≥ 2 years
when TC III: RA ≥ 5 years

Track

TRUE IF
Track Geometry Defects
(TGD) < Maintenance
Threshold (MT) AND
Track Quality Index (TQI)
TQI < TQI_50

TRUE IF
TQI_50 ≤ TQI < TQI_90

TRUE IF
Maintenance Limit (ML) >
TGD ≥ MT OR
TQI_90 ≤ TQI < TQI_100

TRUE IF
TGD ≥ ML OR
TQI ≥ TQI_100

Ballast

TRUE IF
Ballast Quality Index (BQI) <
Ballast Quality Index
Threshold (BQI_Th) AND
Ballast Age (BA) < 15 years

TRUE IF
BQI ≥ BQI_Th OR
BA ≥ 15 years

TRUE IF
BQI ≥ BQI_Th AND
BA > 15 years
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A.2

Categorisation of points and crossing into states
State

Parameters
Condition (%)
A.3

1
2
3
4
Excellent
Good
Acceptable
Poor
Categorisation based on Irish Rail’s Technical Management Standard CCE-TMS-365 - Technical Standard for Inspection
of Points and Crossings
100–85

69–50

Less than 50

2
Good

3
Acceptable

4
Poor

Categorisation of bridges into states
State

1
Excellent

Parameters
Underbridge

A.4

84–70

Categorisation based on visual inspection score card ranking (1-4). Description below
(1) No faults, little wear, well
within tolerances, excellent
inspection/maintenance
regime

(2) Tolerable faults, no
restriction on use necessary

(3) Evidence of poor
condition, some out of
tolerance

(4) Seriously deficient,
mitigation measures
necessary

2
Good

3
Acceptable

4
Poor

Categorisation of Slopes into states
State

1
Excellent

Cuttings and Identified by the slopes’ reliability index (β), probability of failure developed by Gavin and Doherty Geosolutions
Embankments
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Appendix B.

Treatments: DoS and DoM options

Track treatments
1

2

3

4

Excellent

Good

Acceptable

Poor

DoM

Do Nothing

Do Nothing

Milling(II)

Rail Renewal

DoS

Do Nothing

Milling(I)

Rail Renewal

Either: (i) Rail Renewal
or (ii) Track Renewal

DoM

Do Nothing

Do Nothing

Tamping(II)

Ballast Cleaning

DoS

Do Nothing

Tamping(I)

Either: (i) Tamping(II) or Either:
(ii) Ballast Cleaning
(i) Ballast Cleaning or
(ii) Track Renewal

DoM

Do Nothing

Do Nothing

Do Nothing

Track Renewal

DoS

Do Nothing

Do Nothing

Do Nothing

Track Renewal

State
Rail

Ballast

Track
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Points & Crossings DoM and DoS initial treatments options
1

2

3

4

Excellent

Good

Acceptable

Poor

DoM

Do Nothing

Do Nothing

Either: (i) Grinding or (ii)
Welding

DoS

Do Nothing

Grinding

Grinding and Welding

State
P&Cs

Renewal

Bridges DoM and DoS initial treatments options
1

2

3

4

Excellent

Good

Acceptable

Poor

Underbridges DoM

Do Nothing

Do Nothing

Recoating(II)

Either (i) Strengthening
or (ii) Renewal

DoS

Do Nothing

Recoating(I)

Strengthening

State
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Slopes DoM and DoS initial treatments options
1

2

3

4

Excellent

Good

Acceptable

Poor

DoM

Do Nothing

Do Nothing

Drainage Repair

Minor Earthworks

DoS

Do Nothing

Drainage Replace

Minor Earthworks

Major Earthworks

State
Slopes
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Appendix C.
C.1

Treatment Costs and Work Duration Rate

Slopes DoM and DoS initial treatments options

Asset

Sub-Type

Treatment/ Intervention

Cost

Unit

Work Duration Rate

(€ per unit)
Ballasted Track

Milling

€ 300,000.00

mile

440 yards per hour

Ballasted & Slab Track

Rail replacement

€ 170,000.00

mile

130 yards per hour

Tamping

€ 12,000.00

mile

500 yards per hour

Ballast Cleaning

€ 3,000.00

mile

130 yards per hour

Track Replacement

€ 1,200,000.00

mile

130 yards per hour

Turnout & Crossover

Inspection

€ 100.00

asset

1 asset per hour

Turnout

Renewal

€ 250,000.00

asset

1 asset per 36 hour

Crossover

Renewal

€ 400,000.00

asset

1 crossover per 56 hours

Turnout & Crossover

Grinding

Track
Ballasted Track

Points &
Crossings

€ 10,000.00

asset

1 turnout per 3 hour
1 crossover per 5 hours

€ 10,000.00
Turnout & Crossover

Welding

1 turnout per 3 hour
asset
1 crossover per 5 hours r

Slopes

Cuttings & Embankments

Inspection

€ 100.00

asset

100m2 per hour
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All

Vegetation Management

€ 1,280.00

metre

10m2 per hour

Drainage Repair

€ 300.00

metre

5m2 per hour

Drainage Replace

€ 100.00

metre

5m2 per hour

Minor Earthworks

€ 400.00

metre

5m2 per hour

Major Earthworks

€ 3,000.00

metre

5m2 per hour

Inspection

€ 100.00

asset

100m2 per hour

Recoating (I)

€ 250.00

metre squared

3.75m2 per hour

Recoating (II)

€ 500.00

metre squared

3.75m2 per hour

Strengthening

€ 1,000.00

metre squared

0.5m2 per hour

Renewal

€ 8,000.00

metre squared

1 asset per 72 hours

Strengthening

€ 1,000.00

metre squared

0.7m2 per hour

Renewal

€ 7,500.00

metre squared

1 asset per 72 hours

Strengthening

€ 3,000.00

metre squared

0.5m2 per hour

Renewal

€ 5,000.00

metre squared

1 asset per 72 hours

Concrete & Metallic

Masonry
Bridges
Concrete

Metallic
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Appendix D.
Asset

Treatment Restrictions
Treatment

Treatment Period

TM

Milling

Night

N/A

Tamping

Night

N/A
Closure

Track

Bridge

Slopes

Points and
Crossings

Ballast Cleaning

Weekend

25 mph on adjacent
track

Night

N/A

Track Renewal

24 weekend & 24
weekday

50 mph speed limit for
1 week after treatment

Recoating

Night

none

Strengthening

Night

none

Renewal

weekend 24 hours

Complete Closure

Vegetation
management

Off-peak Weekday

none

Drainage Repair

Night

N/A

Minor Earthworks

Weekday

none

Major Earthworks

Weekday

25 mph speed limit

Manual Grinding

Night

N/A

Welding

Night

N/A

Renewal

Weekend

Complete Closure
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Appendix E.

Restriction Time Period

Type of Period

Description

24 hour weekday

The traffic restriction is continuously imposed over
entire/multiple weekdays

24 hour weekend

The traffic restriction is continuously imposed over
entire/multiple weekend days

Weekday

The traffic restriction is applied at any time when the
network is/should be active during a weekday (e.g. 5:30
to 00:00, Monday – Friday)

Weekday off-peak

The traffic restriction is applied on a weekday during the
daytime between peak hours (e.g. 09:30 to 16:30,
Monday – Friday)

Weekend

The traffic restriction is applied any time when the
network is/should be active during the weekend (e.g.
06:00 to 23:00 Saturday, Sunday and public holidays)

Night (Shutdown)

Defined when no traffic is scheduled over the network
(e.g. 00:00 to 6:00)
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Appendix F.

Rail Passenger Value of Time
Value of Time

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054

GDP
1.83
1.39
2.10
1.65
1.47
0.69
2.02
1.63
1.56
1.66
1.88
1.92
2.01
2.11
2.20
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30

£ per hour
24.52
24.86
25.38
25.80
26.18
26.36
26.89
27.33
27.76
28.22
28.75
29.30
29.89
30.52
31.19
31.91
32.64
33.39
34.16
34.95
35.75
36.57
37.42
38.28
39.16
40.06
40.98
41.92
42.88
43.87
44.88
45.91
46.97
48.05
49.15
50.28
51.44
52.62
53.83
55.07
56.34
57.64
58.96
60.32
61.70

€ per hour
27.71
28.09
28.68
29.15
29.58
29.79
30.39
30.88
31.37
31.89
32.49
33.11
33.78
34.49
35.25
36.06
36.89
37.74
38.60
39.49
40.40
41.33
42.28
43.25
44.25
45.26
46.31
47.37
48.46
49.57
50.71
51.88
53.07
54.30
55.54
56.82
58.13
59.47
60.83
62.23
63.66
65.13
66.63
68.16
69.73

Value of Time
Year
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070
2071
2072
2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098
2099
2100

GDP
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30

£ per hour
64.58
66.06
67.58
69.13
70.72
72.35
74.01
75.72
77.46
79.24
81.06
82.93
84.83
86.79
88.78
90.82
92.91
95.05
97.24
99.47
101.76
104.10
106.50
108.94
111.45
114.01
116.64
119.32
122.06
124.87
127.74
130.68
133.69
136.76
139.91
143.12
146.42
149.78
153.23
156.75
160.36
164.05
167.82
171.68
175.63

€ per hour
72.97
74.65
76.37
78.12
79.92
81.76
83.64
85.56
87.53
89.54
91.60
93.71
95.86
98.07
100.32
102.63
104.99
107.41
109.88
112.40
114.99
117.63
120.34
123.11
125.94
128.84
131.80
134.83
137.93
141.10
144.35
147.67
151.07
154.54
158.09
161.73
165.45
169.26
173.15
177.13
181.20
185.37
189.64
194.00
198.46
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2055

2.30

Appendix G.

63.12

71.33

Value of CO2
Value of CO2

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052

£ per tonne of
CO2
52.15
52.93
53.72
54.53
55.35
56.18
57.02
57.88
58.74
59.62
60.52
61.53
62.54
63.54
64.55
65.56
66.57
67.58
68.59
69.60
70.61
77.16
83.72
90.27
96.83
103.39
109.94
116.50
123.05
129.61
136.17
142.72
149.28
155.84
162.39
168.95
175.50
182.06
188.62
195.17
201.73
208.86
215.77

€ per tonne of
CO2
58.93
59.81
60.71
61.62
62.54
63.48
64.43
65.40
66.38
67.38
68.39
69.53
70.67
71.81
72.95
74.08
75.22
76.36
77.50
78.64
79.78
87.19
94.60
102.01
109.42
116.83
124.23
131.64
139.05
146.46
153.87
161.28
168.69
176.09
183.50
190.91
198.32
205.73
213.14
220.55
227.95
236.02
243.82

Value of CO2
Year
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070
2071
2072
2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098

£ per tonne of
CO2
243.16
249.68
256.04
262.30
268.40
273.24
278.05
282.38
286.47
290.07
293.62
296.58
299.29
301.59
303.58
305.55
307.18
308.56
309.40
310.27
310.34
310.45
310.07
309.50
308.36
308.21
307.51
306.58
305.45
304.46
302.88
301.06
299.19
297.04
294.87
293.03
291.14
288.78
286.36
283.85
281.26
278.79
275.86

€ per tonne of
CO2
274.77
282.13
289.33
296.40
303.29
308.76
314.20
319.09
323.71
327.78
331.79
335.14
338.20
340.80
343.04
345.27
347.11
348.68
349.62
350.60
350.69
350.81
350.38
349.73
348.45
348.27
347.49
346.43
345.16
344.04
342.26
340.20
338.09
335.65
333.20
331.12
328.99
326.32
323.59
320.75
317.83
315.03
311.73
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2053
2054
2055

222.72
229.67
236.39

251.67
259.52
267.12

2099
2100

273.22
270.29

308.73
305.43
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Appendix H.

Delay location referencing between Connolly and Grand Canal Dock

Figure 11: Signal map between Connolly and Grand Canal Dock Station. Adapted from (Aksentijevic, et al., 2017)

Table 4: Associated delays for signal pairs during a track closure of the line between Connolly and Grand Canal Dock
Signals
Start
CY 91 / CY 92 /
CY93
DC414 / DC 412
DC 422 / DC 424

End

DC 434 / DC 432
DC 419 / DC 417

CY94 / CY 95
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 429 / DC 427
DC 443 / DC 441 / DC
439
DC 424 / DC 422

DC 414 / DC 412

CY 94 / CY 95

Delay minutes per Train*
Track
25MPH 50MPH
Closure
5

0

0

2
2

0
0

0
0

2

0

0

2
3

0
0

0
0

Total Passenger Delay minutes during each "period" (per hour)
24 hours
24 hours
Weekday
Night
Weekday
Weekend
Weekday
Weekend
Off-Peak
(shutdown)
41782
41622
41622

13271
13231
13231

55710
55496
55496

24158
24158
24158

17694
17641
17641

0
0
0

29585
41622
41782

8543
13231
13271

39446
55496
55710

15893
24158
24158

11390
17641
17694

0
0
0

Table 5: Signal pair location reference for Track between Connolly and Grand Canal Dock Station

Equipment
30022344
30022387
30022344
30022387
30022374
30022376
30022374
30022376
30026308

Serial Number
IN-PS2CY-DR
IN-PS2CY-UR
IN-PS2CY-DR
IN-PS2CY-UR
N-PS2SJ-DR
N-PS2SJ-UR
N-PS2SJ-DR
N-PS2SJ-UR
IN-PS2SJ-LP-PS

Track
Start
0 mile, 1355 yards
0 mile, 1355 yards
0 mile, 1076 yard
0 mile, 1076 yard
0 mile, 400 yards
0 mile, 400 yards
0 mile, 0 yards
0 mile, 0 yards
0 miles 243yards

Signal Pair
End
0 mile, 1076 yard
0 mile, 1076 yard
0 mile, 400 yards
0 mile, 400 yards
0 mile, 0 yards
0 mile, 0 yards
0 miles 740yards
0 miles 740yards
0 miles 813yards

Start
CY 91 / CY 92 / CY93
CY 91 / CY 92 / CY93
DC 414 / DC 412
DC 414 / DC 412
DC414 / DC 412
DC414 / DC 412
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 425

End
CY94 / CY 95
CY94 / CY 95
CY 94 / CY 95
CY 94 / CY 95
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 429 / DC 427
DC 429 / DC 427
DC436
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Table 6: Signal pair location reference for underbridges between Connolly and Grand
Canal Dock Station
Signal Pair

Bridges
Equipment
30000389
30093449
30000381
30000252
30093450
30000375
30093451
30000374
30000254
30017731
30063005
30000367
30000363
30000280
30000361
30000012
30000355
30000354
30000282
30000350
30093452
30000343
30120762
30000337
30092640
30000283
30000328
30063141
30000184
30000035
30112088
30000335
30000342
30017580
30000349
30000359

Serial
Number
UBLL38
UBLL38A
UBLL39
UBLL39A
UBLL39B
UBLL40
UBLL40A
UBLL41
UBLL41A
UBLL42
UBLL42A
UBLL43
UBLL44A
UBLL44B
UBLL44C
UBLL44D
UBLL45
UBLL46
UBLL46A
UBLL47
UBLL47A
UBLL48
UBLL48A
UBLL49
UBLL49A
UBLL50
UBLL51
UBR51B
UBR52
UBR52A
UBR52B
UBR53
UBR54
UBR51A
UBR55
UBR56

Start

End

CY 91 / CY 92 / CY93
CY 91 / CY 92 / CY93

CY94 / CY 95
CY94 / CY 95

DC414 / DC 393
DC414 / DC 394
DC414 / DC 395
DC414 / DC 396
DC414 / DC 397
DC414 / DC 398
DC414 / DC 399
DC414 / DC 400
DC414 / DC 401
DC414 / DC 402
DC414 / DC 403
DC414 / DC 404
DC414 / DC 405
DC414 / DC 406
DC414 / DC 407
DC414 / DC 408
DC414 / DC 409
DC414 / DC 410
DC414 / DC 411
DC414 / DC 412
DC414 / DC 412
DC414 / DC 412
DC414 / DC 412
DC414 / DC 412
DC414 / DC 412
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 422 / DC 424

DC 419 / DC 398
DC 419 / DC 399
DC 419 / DC 400
DC 419 / DC 401
DC 419 / DC 402
DC 419 / DC 403
DC 419 / DC 404
DC 419 / DC 405
DC 419 / DC 406
DC 419 / DC 407
DC 419 / DC 408
DC 419 / DC 409
DC 419 / DC 410
DC 419 / DC 411
DC 419 / DC 412
DC 419 / DC 413
DC 419 / DC 414
DC 419 / DC 415
DC 419 / DC 416
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 419 / DC 417
DC 424 / DC 422
DC 424 / DC 422
DC 424 / DC 422
DC 424 / DC 422
DC 424 / DC 422
DC 429 / DC 427
DC 429 / DC 427
DC 429 / DC 427
DC 429 / DC 427
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Table 7: Signal pair location reference for points & crossings between Connolly and
Grand Canal Dock Station
Points & Crossings
Equipment
30131736
30131737
30089309
30006832
30089308
30006861
30006768
30088428
30006769
30088429
30006782
30089314
30006791

Serial Number
LL168A
LL168B
LL111A
LL111B
LL112A
LL112B
PE113A
PE113B
PE114A
PE114B
PE115A
PE115B
PE116A

Signal Pair
Start
CY 91 / CY 92 / CY93
CY 91 / CY 92 / CY93
DC 414 / DC 412
DC 414 / DC 412
DC 414 / DC 412
DC 414 / DC 412
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 425
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 422 / DC 424
DC 422 / DC 424

End
CY94 / CY 95
CY94 / CY 95
CY 94 / CY 95
CY 94 / CY 95
CY 94 / CY 95
CY 94 / CY 95
DC 429 / DC 427
DC436
DC 429 / DC 427
DC 429 / DC 427
DC 429 / DC 427
DC 429 / DC 427
DC 429 / DC 427
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Appendix I.

WLC profile for the P&C LL111A

Network Analysis Year
Scheme
Asset I.D.
Signal location
Segment I.D. (Track only)
Initial Costs
WLC Costs
Economic Indicator
Treatment Option
Year
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057

WLC Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

1 (2018)
1_1
Equipment I.D:
Start:
N/A
DoS
DoS
-0.077676626

LL111A
DC 414 / DC 412
€
€

Serial Number:
End:

30089309
CY 94 / CY 95

10,200.00 DoM
165,725.07 DoM

€
€

200.00
166,501.83

Do Something Profile
State
Before
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
1
2
3
1
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1

After
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
1
1
3
1
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Grinding

Welding

Turnout

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Inspection
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Total Costs
Initial Treatment Costs
WLC (€) Discounted
WLC (€) Uniscounted

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

Do Minimum Profile
Treatment
10,200.00
193.00
186.25
179.73
8,845.24
167.37
161.51
155.86
7,670.41
145.14
140.06
13,650.60
130.42
125.86
12,266.87
117.20
226.20
136,646.54
105.32
101.64
98.08
94.65
91.33
4,494.99
85.05
82.08
79.20
76.43
73.76
3,629.88
68.68
66.28
63.96
3,147.76
59.56
57.48
55.46
2,729.67
51.65
49.84
206,570.99
10,200.00
165,725.07
291,626.67

Cost
Delays
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

194,036.84
194,036.84
142,293.68
264,308.98

CO2
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

-

State
Before
After
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
1
1
3
3
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Grinding

Welding

1.2

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

Turnout Inspection
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
1
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
Total Costs
€
Initial Treatment Costs €
WLC (€) Discounted
€
WLC (€) Uniscounted €

Treatment
200.00
11,773.00
186.25
179.73
173.44
8,535.65
161.51
155.86
150.40
7,401.95
140.06
6,892.88
6,651.63
125.86
12,266.87
117.20
226.20
136,646.54
105.32
101.64
98.08
94.65
91.33
4,494.99
85.05
82.08
79.20
76.43
73.76
3,629.88
68.68
66.28
63.96
3,147.76
59.56
57.48
55.46
2,729.67
51.65
49.84
207,347.76
200.00
166,501.83
293,626.67

Cost
Delays
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

194,036.84
194,036.84
142,293.68
264,308.98

CO2
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

-
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Network Whole Life Cost Model Specification
Document

Network Whole Life Cost Model
Specification Document
Authors
Aaron Barrett (abarrett@trl.co.uk)

Prepared for:
European Union, Horizon 2020
Project Ref:
11113226 – WP4.4 RD
Requirements Document:
Quality approved:

Date: 16/08/2016
Dissemination level: (PU, PP, RE, CO): PU
This project has received funding from the European Union’s
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J.1

Change Log

Author(s)
Aaron Barrett
Sam Reynolds

Sam Reynolds

Aaron Barrett

Sam Reynolds
Sam Reynolds

Description
Initial Version
Versions taking account of ROI meeting (10/16), which reduced scope of
analysis and clarified responsibilities. UI has had features removed as a
result.
Version to take account of further meetings with the Delay Model team,
and with the Decision Support Tool team, to better understand and clarify
the interfaces between the different modules, and when information will
be made available. The Probabilistic Model team has yet to provide
information relating to how they will interact with the Whole Life Cost
Model.
Version to account for new asset treatments and associated rules. The
Logic of the probabilistic models for each asset will be directly
incorporated into the WLC model and so interaction between the two
modules will be minimised.
Update for the 04/17 milestone, so that the specification accurately
reflects what’s been worked on.
Update for 09/06, so that the specification is accurate as before.
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J.2

Purpose

The purpose of this document is to serve as a set of guidelines for building a suite of
software which fulfils the Network Whole Life Cost Model Requirements Document.
Further functionality and refinements will iteratively follow in future and this specification
considers the need for this.
The scope of this document is to define the architecture of the project given these future
enhancements, and to document the existing approach needed to meet the current iteration.
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J.3

High-level architecture

The product of this project will be a Desktop Application
architecture in mind when in development.

[U-1]

. It will have an API-defined

In order to provide testability to external components (such as the IMS), there will also be an
external DLL which will interface with these items directly. We can test the externals
independently using their own test suite, allowing the main project to be independent of
outside involvement if needs be.
This leads me towards the following architecture: (Italics imply that this is an executable)
View

Visualisation UI

Analysis UI

View
Logic

Visualisation UI
Controllers

Analysis UI
Controllers

Request Manager
(Obsolete)

Analysis Manager

Controller
Model
Storage

Deterministic Model

Data Manager
Data Access Layer
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J.4

Responsibilities

Views

Acts as a functional front-end for the application
Doesn’t contain any functional code- only layouts and their interfaces.

View Logic

Stylises UI (if required)
Asks Controller for information and displays them in the correct
locations
Creates controls and forms

Request Manager

Retrieves data from data manager, places requests for analyses. Polls
data managers for intensive processes (such as an analysis). This
allows the business logic to exist in a separate location without
affecting the other layers, as it is resource-heavy.

Analysis Manager

Polls data managers for analysis requests, to pick these up and
perform the analysis. Provides an interface to the view logic layer to
see progress.

Deterministic
Model

Performs a deterministic analysis of the data, in the absence of the
probabilistic analysis.

Data Manager

Provides a wrapper for the interface to the DAL. This allows different
data models to be used over the course of development.

Data Access Layer

Provides a general interface for the technology that the IMS will use.

J.5

UI

As this form will later be replaced by a web form, presentation is not yet important, as long
as it is accessible. As such, all UI decisions other than those stated can be made by the
developer. Solid lines show a screen/execution hierarchy, whilst dashed lines indicate the
flow of the processes.
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[U-4]

J.5.1

Summary Screen

The main user’s experience when using the app will aim to look reasonably presentable, as
this is the main deliverable.
When the user opens the application, they appear at the Summary Screen.
They are provided a list of the loaded networks, and have the option to load a new network.
In Phase 1, loading a network will simply load the Irish Rail documents. If possible, the user
should be able to load condition data from a menu, in a tab-separated value format. Tabs
are chosen because descriptions may include commas.
When a network has been selected, they are given an option to start a “New Analysis”. This
button opens the Network Visualisation screen.
There is also a list of the analyses for the current rule set structure, updated at a regular
interval[U-12].
When an analysis is selected, they are given an option to “Load Analysis”. This button opens
the Analysis Results screen.
J.5.2

Network Visualisation Screen (Setup Analysis/ Load Analysis)

This screen will show a map of the network, using a simple graphics layer- this will consist of
track and stations[U-5]. The current coordinates within the test files defines a square reference
grid, so need only translation so that the user can see them. In future, they should load in
WGS84 coordinates, as this is a global coordinate system.
Note: There exists an application “RailML – WPF” which loads the IrishRail xml file into a
graphic- this source has been given to us for the purpose of drawing the map, so can be
used
accordingly.
The
online
repository
for
this
is
located
at
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https://github.com/ebosscha/RailML-Neural. This data should be loaded into the model layer,
rather than the temporary data structure within this source[D-3].
Once this form is visible, the user can follow through a “Create Analysis” State Machine, as
shown below:

[U-2][U-3][U-6][U-7][U-8][U-9][U-10][U-11][U-14]

Selected items should be shown as a single “Selected” colour, in order to distinguish them
from the non-selected items. Information for a hovered-over item should be displayed
somewhere on the form [U-13].
Bridges and Earthworks should be shown at their respective track locations, by drawing a
parallel line string to the original track offset by a small distance.[U-15]
In this case “Starting the analysis” involves adding it to the queue so that it can be picked up
by the server, with all the information that the user has entered.

J.5.3

Refreshing the subnetwork list

Refreshing the subnetwork list should take the following steps:
If nothing is selected, select nothing.
Create lists of subnetworks, which are independent networks which use any number of the
selected nodes as boundary nodes.
This populates a checklist. Checked items are ‘selected’ subnetworks, and are carried
forward to the analysis.
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J.6

Business Logic

Analysis requests are stored within the model and each contains a set of input data.
The result of this analysis will be an analysis result object, which describes the treatment
options, their location in both time and space and how much their cost and cost benefits are.
This will be saved within the IMS to be returned to the UI.
J.6.1

Network Analysis

The Network Analysis can be split up into a 3 Stages:
Asset Level Analysis
Network Link Combination
Look ahead period combination
J.6.1.1 Asset Level Analysis
Each condition index may have extraneous restrictions that may be imposed on the track,
e.g. speed/weight restrictions. The whole life cost takes these additional restrictions into
account by incorporating their delay cost when calculating whether a treatment should be
delayed.
There will be a list of rules for each asset, which takes the condition indices that are returned
from the asset and recommend a treatment for one or more combined conditions.
Treatments are normalised to each asset sub-type - their unit costs are equal across the
network.
This treatment can be performed in either the current year or the decision can be deferred to
the subsequent year. If the treatment has no cost benefit for being performed in the current
year, it is deferred.
The whole life cost of a treatment is calculated from the sum of the:
Adjusted cost of all predicted treatments for the duration of the asset type’s analysis period,
assuming a minimal maintenance scheme,
Adjusted delay cost of any restrictions that these treatments impose,
Weighted adjusted cost of the next “major” maintenance works to occur (delay is ignored for
the moment).
Doing this analysis for all assets provides a list of costed treatments, which can be weighted
by their economic factor. It is likely that these analyses will be parallelised later.
J.6.1.2 Phase 2
Once Phase 1 is complete, a second analysis begins building on phase 1 [A-6]: restrictive
treatments on the same line between two stations are grouped, this can reduce the overall
delay. If a treatment would create a restriction on another line, then the delay is included in
the cost but not considered as part of the grouping process.[A-7][A-8]
J.6.1.3 Phase 3
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Once Phase 2 is complete, the lookup restrictive treatments within the look-ahead period are
considered for execution. Treatments are considered for grouping in the same fashion as
phase 2. If there is a reduction in whole life cost due to being grouped with the results of the
Phase 2, then the option to bring it forward is also presented in the analysis results, if there
is no reduction in WLC the phase 3 grouping is rejected.
J.6.1.4 Performing a treatment
When a treatment is performed:
The rules of the treatment option are applied to the parameters of the asset instance. This
gives a new profile for the asset instance. This is used to calculate a new deterioration index
for when the year is stepped, and condition index for the asset instance.
Any restrictions belonging to this treatment are applied over the network object for the
duration of the treatment [A-5]. In the case of multiple restrictions:
o Closures are considered ‘more important’ than speed restrictions.
This incurs a delay if it affects the flow of traffic through the network (defined as a delay
between 2 stations).
o Works that are deemed close enough to other lines to affect them will be
handled later [A-1].
Delay is zero for non-restrictive treatment applications [A-6].
Changes of asset sub-types are not currently permitted –all replacements are assumed to be
the same sub-type as the current asset instance.
J.6.1.5 Annual deterioration
When a year is stepped:
The ruleset of the deterioration index are applied to the parameters of the asset instance,
similarly to performing a treatment.
All treatments and deterioration are assumed to happen on the first day of the year- the new
deterioration profile is applied in full, and any restrictions as a result of the new condition
index are considered to occur for a full year when entered.
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J.7

Interaction with the other modules

This application interacts with the IMS directly, and uses this mechanism to communicate
with the other modules in the system.
Initialisation of the network is triggered by a data file upload by the Decision Support Tool,
which saves records to the database. These are picked up by the other modules and
subsequently processed into their own specific models.
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J.8

Model
J.8.1

IMS

The IMS has yet to be set up centrally, nor fully defined. We will therefore be created using
classes at runtime, which will start to define the data structure that we need to store [D-57][D-2] .
We will be using SQL Server to store this information, previously MongoDB. Below, there are
a number of context diagrams describing the stored data structure which can be retrieved
from the requirements. All information is retrieved from the IMS[D-7].
Postposing can cause a change in treatment cost, treatment duration (and subsequent delay
costs) and change in suggested treatment. The postponing effect has yet to be defined for
individual assets. [D-69][D-70]
Restrictive treatments can be a closure or a speed restriction, assigned to one of multiple
days and times of day.
Treatments can also have a temporal trigger period, which defines the maximum time
elapsed since the treatment were previously performed.[D-75]
J.8.1.1 Asset Network:
The network is stored as a collection of nodes (Signals and Stations) and Links (Sections).
Each network object can have a conditional restriction placed upon it, which will affect any
assets nearby or within it for any assets which fall below a certain condition.
Asset Instances are defined mostly by the attached asset type, and hold information relating
to the asset. In the case of bridges, this would include span length, for example. There is
almost no commonality between different asset types’ instances; however they can inherit
from each other.
J.8.1.2 Asset Types:
Asset subtypes can inherit from other asset subtypes. If an asset subtype has no parent,
then it is deemed to be a base Asset Type. Asset Types contain information relating to the
properties contained within an Asset instance, whether the asset needs to define
subsections, and any treatment information relating to that type (e.g. necessary restrictions
when performing each treatment). Asset subtypes contain an Asset Evaluation Period
The current asset subtypes are:
Base
o
o
o
o

Bridges
Switches and Crossings
Earthworks
Track

J.8.2

RailML
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Network data is stored within the RailML file. The only RailML file expected to be used at this
stage is IrishRail.xml, which will be used to populate the IMS model with the geography of
the Irish Rail Network [D-4].
Assets are loaded using a number of TSV files, or as an xml file. Only bridges with an
“Operational” line status and “Underbridge” bridge type need to be included.[D-63]
There are currently serious issues with the accuracy of the RailML data we’ve been
provided. Refer to the RailML parsing specification documents for further details of how this
is handled.
J.8.3

Asset Condition and deterioration

Asset instance condition will be characterised by an asset sub-type specific probabilistic
condition index value, this will be defined by logic incorporated into the WLC model from the
Probability model (see 7.8 Probability model). Asset instance deterioration will similarly be
defined by an asset sub-type specific probabilistic deterioration index value (see 7.8
Probability model).
J.8.4

Asset Treatment and effects

Each asset type has its own list of treatments and effects (see 5.1.4 Performing a treatment).
Below are the treatments.
Track

Bridges

S & Cs

Earthworks

Grinding

Recoating

Manual
grinding

Vegetation clearance

Tamping

Strengthening

Welding

Drainage
repair/replacement

Ballast Cleaning

Renewal

Renewal

Minor Earthworks

Renewal

Major Earthworks

J.8.5

Rule Sets Model

The following model is to be taken as a suggested common interface with other modules. In
this particular instance, NetworkGeometry/Data, and Asset Geometry can be used to draw a
map of the network with assets, respectively. For analysis outputs, RuleSetStructure,
RuleSetData and Asset Data become far more important.
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J.8.6

WLC Model

J.8.6.1 AnalysisInput
The Analysis input consists of a set of functional positions and asset types to be included in
the analysis. This prompts a filter of the AssetData model, to select the assets to analyse.
J.8.6.2 AnalysisOutput
The WLC model outputs an object describing a number of treatments or treatment groups
that could be performed. Each of these assumes that it is the only thing happening on the
network at the time.
Each treatment has an economic ratio, and a set of options which can describe the various
times at which it could happen. The first option is the most effective, if it were happening on
its own.
Each treatment group has an economic ratio, used for prioritisation, an array of closure
instances which each contain relevant delay cost and component data, and an array of
treatment instances, which detail relevant treatment costs, the treated area, and the
treatment that could be applied. All costs are in euros[D-64]. Treatment Groups are ordered by
their economic ratio descending.[A-3]
J.8.7

Delay Model
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J.8.7.1 Input
The delay model produces a lookup table, which is to be calculated from the network after
initialisation.
A restriction details:
An array of objects which state the identification data of any affected assets and the type of
restriction that is enforced over the span of each object.
A temporary restriction additionally specifies:
A Closure Start and End Time.
Available Closure Time (Night, Off-peak, 24 hour)
J.8.7.2 Output
The delay model output returns the estimated delays and power consumption of each train
that would be affected by the restrictions [A-2]. These can then be parsed into a single delay
cost in euros, based on a set of conversion factors (to be defined).
J.8.8

Probabilistic Model [D-73]

The probability model will be incorporated directly into the WLC model via rule sets for asset
sub-types. The probability model input is currently only characterised for bridge rulesets.
Other assets should use the deterministic model.
J.8.9

Deterministic Model

The deterministic model receives and returns data in the same format as the probability
model. This is so that they can be replacements of each other. Deterioration profile is
assumed to be linear [D-74]. This could be optionally included later, based on Excel
spreadsheet (record-based) calculations.
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Requirement Name
Desktop-based
application
Postponing Penalty
Currency
Welcome Screen

Requirement ID Type

Description

U-1

System

The tool must be a desktop application.

U-2
U-3
U-4

Data

Network Visualisation

U-5

Configure Run

U-6

Sub-Network (Route)
selection

U-7

Addition route selection

U-8

Choosing assets for
analysis

U-9

Yearly Budget Setting

U-10

Confirmation of Analysis
set-up

U-11

Current running analyses U-12
Selecting stations

U-13

De-selecting

U-14

Network Visualisation bridges

U-15

Network Visualisation length of bridges

U-16

Network
Visualisation
Network
Visualisation
Network
Visualisation
Network
Visualisation
Network
Visualisation
Network
Visualisation
Network
Visualisation
Welcome
Screen
Network
Visualisation
Network
Visualisation
Network
Visualisation
Network
Visualisation

The user can enter a penalty value as a percentage to an analysis
User can set the unit for treatment costs to “£”, “$” or “€”.
User is greeted with a welcome page which manages analyses.
User has a visualisation of a rail network, this will consisting of
track and stations
User can select a sub-network for WLC analysis which assets they
can choose to analysis
The user can pick a number of stations in sequence, selecting the
paths between each. This should be confirmed.
After the initial route is selected for analysis other selections
branching off from the route can be selected and included in the
analysis. This should be confirmed.
The user can only choose to analyse all 3 asset types inside a
single analysis.
The user has the option to set the budget for each year after
choosing the analysis to perform.
After all analysis parameters have been confirmed, a message
box will state that the analysis has begun, when OK is clicked
then exit to welcome screen.
The User can see a list of running analyses at the welcome screen
When a station is selected the current station information will
appear on the form.
When the current station is deselected, the form acts as if it was
never selected.
User has a visualisation of a rail network which will also include
bridges
Visualisation should also indicate the length bridges (information
in "bridges Mar16"file). Bridges are located on the track by
chainage data (D-58)
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Requirement Name

Requirement ID

Type

Condition deterioration

A-1

Data

Recommended
treatment trigger

A-2

Data

Obligatory treatment
trigger

A-3

Data

Postponing treatment
consequences

A-4

Data

A-5

Data

Restrictions last the duration of the treatment.

A-6

Data

Only treatments that are restrictive have a non-zero delay

Current Delay

A-7

Data

Asset treatment costs

A-8

Data

Delay cost

A-9

Data

Current Delay cost

A-10

Data

Network
ObjectTreatments

A-11

Current choice of assets
for analysis

A-12

Yearly Budget

A-13

Yearly budget

A-14

Data

Discount Rate

A-15

Data

Treatment prioritisation A-16

Data

Determining treatment
prioritisation

A-17

Data

Utilisation of Treatment
prioritisation

A-18

Data

Current Treatment
prioritisation

A-19

Data

WLC analysis

A-20

Data

Restrictive asset
treatments
Restrictive asset
treatment delay

User

Description
In the analysis, each condition for an asset deteriorates year
on year.
Recommended Triggers are soft. When a condition falls
below this value, it is considered to be recommended.
Obligatory Triggers are hard. When a condition will fall below
this value in the following year, it must be resolved in the
current year.
Applying a postponing penalty has the effect of the addition
of compound interest when a recommended treatment
cannot be performed in the current year.

the delay incurred over a network object through the
closures assigned to selected treatments.
Treatment costs are equal to the sum of the maintenance
costs and delay costs.
Informed by the delay and converted into a monetary cost.
N hr = N units.
A mock value where 1 hr = 5 monetary units can should be
entered as a default.
If there is an instance of a restrictive treatment on a discrete
asset within an object the restriction applies to all assets
within the object
The analysis can be performed by analysing all 3 asset types
concurrently.
If a budget for a year is not entered, return to the default
behaviour for the analysis.
Budgets only considered when performing a Network
Analysis
A new treatment cost is calculated through compound
interest of the initial treatment cost using each year's
associated discount rate.
The priority in which scheduled treatments are executed
(top to bottom) within a single year.
This order is determined by a function of condition data and
treatment effect.
Treatment prioritisation is used when budgets are applied
that cannot cover all proposed treatments by the model in a
single year. Treatments are applied from most important to
least. If a treatment cost is greater than the remaining
budget, move to the next treatment. This continues until
the budget is zero, or the treatment list is exhausted.
Prioritisation is set according to condition data value of an
asset or segment. The lower the condition value the higher
the priority.
WLC analysis is split into two consecutive parts. 1st is the
asset specific level analysis, 2 nd is the network level analysis.
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Requirement Name

Requirement ID

Type

Asset specific analysis

A-21

Data

Network level Analysis

A-22

Data

Current look ahead
period

A-23

Data

Look ahead period Effect A-24

Asset condition
A-25
evaluation for treatment

Data

Enacting a treatment
trigger

A-26

Data

Do nothing

A-27

Data

Do minimum

A-28

Data

Do something

A-29

Data

WLC value

A-30

Residual value

A-31

Data

Finishing Asset level
analysis

A-32

Data

Budget and prioritisation A-33

Data

Description
Done over a 40 year period, each asset has a WLC
maintenance scheme produced. Look ahead periods are
considered to create treatment combinations within a
sections and adjacent sections (within the route) between
asset instances of continuous asset types which require the
same treatment.
Done over a 5 year period. Asset treatments over a section
are considered for combination using a look ahead period.
A default value of 2 years will be used.
If a treatment for another asset is:
- restrictive
- scheduled within the same network object
- within the look ahead period for the current year
- there exists a restrictive treatment for the current year
then this treatment is considered for prioritisation.
For analysis of a single asset within a year, the condition
data is evaluated. if a treatment trigger is invoked, a
treatment is scheduled for this year.
There are three sets of intermediate schemes. These are "Do
Obligatory", "Do Recommended" and "Do Network Object
Grouping"
Pushes all non-obligatory treatments from year 1 into year
2. It then follows do minimum rules.
All obligatory treatments are performed. Recommended
treatments are performed in order of prioritisation, using Do
Obligatory and Do Recommended as baselines.
All recommended treatments are performed. The look
ahead period is increased by a year until all budget is used.
Budget is allocated in order of prioritisation. Once a
replacement treatment has been conducted, no further
treatment needs to be performed to that asset.
The sum of ((all the treatments an asset undergoes over the
analysis period + additive delay costs - residual value),
adjusted for discount factors) over all assets.
The sum of (The percentage of “theoretical time” left after
the last treatment affecting a condition of an asset) x (cost of
treatment)) over each condition within an asset= residual
value. This value is subtracted from the WLC value to
account for differences in maintenance schemes that left the
asset in different conditions at the end of the analysis
period.
Once all asset level schemes have been produced. The
network level analysis begins.
Budgets and prioritisation are only considered during the
network level analysis.
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Requirement Name

Requirement ID

Type

Network level analysis

A-34

Data

Current Cross asset
combinations
assumptions

A-35

Data

Reports network WLC

A-36

User

All treatments within the 5 year analysis period are reported.

User

Analysis results are written in an xml file in a humanreadable format. It will include a summary of total treatment
costs for each year and the total WLC over the 5 year
analysis period. For each year it will report the current
percantage of the network over the recommended
treatment threshold (i.e. not requiring treatment), the
percent of assets with condition data between the
recommended threshold and obligatory threshold (i.e. in
need of maintenance) and the percentage of assets at the
obligatory threshold.

Reporting results

A-37

Description
2 types on analysis are performed 1) without cross asset
instance combinations but with budget and prioritisations of
maintenance works, 2) with cross asset combinations,
At the network level analysis stage; when combining the
treatments using the look aheads the latter treatment is
always brought forward to the year of the first treatment.
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Requirement Name

Requirement ID

Type

IMS

D-1

System

Current IMS
Network Geometry
Data

D-2

Data

D-3

Data

Irish Rail Network

D-5.1

Data

Asset Instance
Asset Types
Current asset types
considered for
analysis

D-6
D-7

Data
Data

D-8

Data

Asset types considered for analysis are; Bridges, Switches &
Crossings and Track.

Continuous asset
type

D-9

Data

These are defined by asset instances that are connected to other
asset instances of the same type (e.g. one bit of track is connected
to another specific bit of track).

Current continuous
asset types

D-10

Data

Track is a continuous asset type

Asset segments

D-11

Data

Discrete asset types

D-12

Data

Asset sub-types
Asset sub-sub types
Current number of
asset sub-types

D-13
D-13.1

Data
Data

Continuous asset type only. The asset is split into segments based
on geometry and condition data.
These are bridges and switches & crossings. They are not connected
to other asset instances of the same type and only connected to
continuous asset types.
Assets types are split into a number of sub-types,.
Only "bridge" assets have sub-sub-types.

D-14

Data

Each asset will currently have 1 sub-type.

Current number of
D-14.1
bridge sub-sub-types

Data

Bridges have a sub-sub-type of either; Masonary, Brick, Concrete
and Metallic

Asset condition data

Data

D-15

Description
Network and condition data will be stored in the Information
Management System (IMS) and accessed by the WLC tool. Data in
the IMS may be structured in any way the coder thinks best.
A mock IMS will be created that contains all network data.
Network Data is taken from the IMS placed in into the WLC tool
workspace.
The Irish rail network track geomtery is contained in a RailML file,
Bridges, platforms and Switches & Crossings are in files named
accordingly this data from this file is to be placed in the IMS.
A Network can be defined by a number of asset instances.
Assets information to be taken from IMS;

Assets have a changeable condition values stored in the IMS, these
associated with these values range from a conditionmin to
conditionmax. These values are based on condition type.

Current condition
data
Asset condition
deterioration
Current condition
deterioration
Continuous asset
type condition data
Discrete asset type
condition data
Current Discrete
asset type condition
data
Current Continuous
asset type condition
data
Asset treatment
types

D-16

Data

D-17

conditionmax = 100 will be used.
Deterioration profile is unique to asset sub-type condition data.

D-18

Data

D-19

Data

D-20

Data

D-21

Data

D-22
D-23

For all condition types mock values of conditionmin = 0 and

Here all deterioration profiles are assumed at a linear rate of “-5” per
year.
For each segment along an asset instance there exists condition
data.
Each asset type contains a number of conditions with values
associated with it.
All discrete asset types will have 1 condition type.

All continuous asset types will have 2 condition type.
Data

Assets have a number of asset treatments per asset sub-type each
relating to a condition value.
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Requirement Name

Requirement ID

Type

Description

Asset treatment
lifespan

D-24

Data

All treatments have a theoretical lifespan

Treatment durations

D-25

Data

D-26

Data

D-27

Data

D-28

Data

D-29

Data

Condition based triggers have a threshold value

D-30

Data

Time based triggers have an interval time.

D-31

Data

Treatment Types have two triggers; recommended and obligatory.

Current number of
asset treatments
Treatment Triggers
Current treatment
trigger
Condition based
trigger
Time based trigger
Condition based
trigger types
Temporal
Recommended
Treatments
Postponing Penalty
Postponing Penalty
Application
Asset treatment
delay
Current restrictive
treatments
Sub-asset Type
Treatments

An attribute of a treatment. This is the time taken to complete a
treatment.
Each asset sub-type currently has 1 asset treatment associated to it
and its condition value
Multiple types of treatment triggers exists
Treatment triggers can be split into two kinds; 1) condition value
based 2) time based.

D-32

Temporal Triggers can only ever be recommended.

D-33

The default postponing penalty is 10% per year
There are two postponing penalties, which apply to treatment cost
and treatment delay respectively

D-34
D-35

Data

Some treatments are restrictive; they introduce a delay.

D-36

Data

Current restrictive treatments can cause either a 24 hour closure or
a 24 hr speed restriction.

D-37

Data

Each sub-asset type has a number of treatments.

switches & crossings
treatments

D-38

Data

Track Treatments

D-39

Track Treatments (1) D-40

Track treatments (2)

D-41

Data

Bridge treatments

D-42

Data

Currency
Asset treatment
effects on condition
Current asset
treatment effects on
condition
Splitting up the
network
Nodes

D-43

There is a single “renewal” treatment. It has a recommended
condition trigger of 50. It has an obligatory condition trigger of 25.
It sets condition value to condition_max. It has a cost of 100.
There are two track treatments.
There is a "maintain" treatment. It has a recommended temporal
trigger of 5 years. It has an obligatory condition trigger of 25. It sets
condition_value to condition_max. It has a cost of 100.
There is a “renewal” treatment. It has a recommended condition
trigger of 50. It has an obligatory condition trigger of 25. It sets
condition value to condition_max. It has a cost of 100.
There is a single “renewal” treatment. It has a recommended
condition trigger of 50. It has an obligatory condition trigger of 25.
It sets condition value to condition_max. It has a cost of 100.
Networks have a currency unit.
Asset treatments restore as a function of condition, condition_min
and condition_max.

D-44

Data

D-45

Data

Current treatments are polynomial, of order 1 or order 0.

D-46

Data

Network is split up into sections by nodes.

D-47

Data

Nodes are stations and junctions
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Requirement Name

Requirement ID

Type

Description

Defining a route
Defining a path

D-48
D-49

Data
Data

Yearly Budget

D-50

Discount Rate

D-51

Data

A path along the network from a station to another station.
An ordered list of sections of the network.
A budget is a list of balances to spend on treatments, defined
annually.
Each year has an associated discount rate

Current Discount rate D-52

Data

All years have a default discount rate

Look ahead period

D-53

Data

Look ahead period
Asset evaluation
period
Asset evaluation
period

D-54

Irish Rail Network

A period that is used for identifying other treatments which could be
applied to assets within the same network object.
The network has a look ahead period.

D-55

Data

Each asset type will have a WLC analysis period of 40 years.

D-56

Data

The Network level WLC analysis period will be 5 years.

D-57

Data

The Irish rail network track geomtery is contained in a RailML file,
Bridges, platforms and Switches & Crossings are in .csv files named
accordingly this data from this file is to be placed in the IMS.

Irish Rail Network positioning along the D-58
track

Data

Bridge Data to be
included

Data

D-59

Track length data is given in miles and yards, this should be
converted to chainage in the model. Location of other assets along a
length should be also converted from Miles and Yards to Chainage
for cross referencing
Only include bridges that have the following statuses as defined in
the bridges file; Line status "OPERATIONAL" and type
"UNDERBRIDGE"
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